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CHAPTER 1
Bacterial Polyesters and Click Chemistry: An overview and Introduction

1.1. Introduction.
The discovery of Poly(3-hydroxybutyrate), PHB, by Maurice Lemoigne in the 1920s,
which was later designated the representative biodegradable thermoplastic with the potential of
solving the waste disposal problem (1.a – d, 8), undeniably opened the door to a vast field of
biopolymer research which has seen tremendous growth and notable discoveries over the years.
Varied and continuous scientific efforts in this area have made available a progressive
understanding of the chemical nature, physical properties, biochemical formation processes and
usefulness of the over 100 different family of aliphatic polyesters having the same general structure
(2). As bacterial polyesters share the unique characteristic of 1. Biocompatibility; that is, they do
not elicit adverse reactions when used in-vivo and 2. Biodegradability; that is, they decompose
over time and do not pose a threat to the environment unlike plastics from petroleum sources, the
desire to find new applications for them in biomedicine, tissue reengineering, therapeutics etc.
have been on the rise. A better understanding of these materials and the extent of manipulation
that can be achieved with them towards novel usefulness is therefore necessary. It is in view of
this that the project has been undertaken.
As the various chemical ‘manipulative’ techniques explored in the modification of the
biopolymer are discussed in this project, a review of the specific bacterial polyesters used in the
study is required. In addition, the natural sources and biochemistry of the microorganisms that
enable their production, along with their varied applications and historical uses is also needed. Last
but not the least, a review of the specific chemistries, “click” chemistry, employed in the
1

exploration of the modification of the biopolymer, various attempts in this regard, their successes
and shortfalls must be and are presented.

1.2. Bacterial Polyesters.
1.2.1 Definition, Discovery, Natural Occurrence and Classification of PHAs.
Polyhydroxyalkanoates (PHAs) are a diverse class of thermoplastic polymeric material
produced by numerous gram-negative and gram-positive bacteria from at least 75 different genera
as intracellular storage material under conditions of nutrient stress (3, 4, 5, 6, 11). As storage
material they serve as carbon and energy reserves for the microorganism (7). Maurice Lemoigne,
a French bacteriologist with training in analytical chemistry, was the first to publish a report on
the discovery of PHAs (1a). In his work with aqueous suspensions of the bacterium Bacillus
megaterium, he sought to determine why the media was acidified when exposed to oxygen free
conditions. He reported in 1923 that the acid produced by the bacteria was 3-hydroxybutyric acid
and later described the isolation of a solid white matter from the bacteria cells (1, 9). Lemoigne
did not recognize the polymeric nature of his discovery as polymers were not yet known but
thought of these inclusion bodies as “fats”. The PHB discovered by Lemoigne has become the
parent member of the family of poly-3-hyhydroxyalkanaotes with each naturally occurring
polyester having the same three carbon backbone structure and only differing in the alkyl group at
the beta or 3 position (8), see Fig. 1.1.

2

3

1

2

R = (CH2)x CH3
X

PHA

0

PHB

0 -1

scl-PHA

2-10

mcl-PHA

>10

lcl-PHA

Figure 1.1. General Structure and categories of PHAs

The three-carbon backbone repeating units of PHAs has a chiral center and was reported
by Lemoigne to be optically active (1.b). This is very important as it plays a vital role in enzymatic
activities of biosynthesis and biodegradation of the biopolyester (2, 10,). Irrespective of the
bacterium involved and the carbon substrate on which it is grown to produce the PHA, all PHAs
have the same configuration for their chiral center (R-configuration) and are thus completely
isotactic. The chemical composition and length of the alkyl side chains of PHAs affects both its
physical and chemical properties and have become a convenient way to classify PHAs into three
main categories: short chain length PHAs (scl-PHAs) which have 3-5 carbons making up the
aliphatic repeat units, the medium chain length PHAs (mcl-PHAs) which have repeat units made
of 6-14 carbons and long chain length PHAs (lcl-PHAs) which have more than 14 carbons in their
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repeat units, see Fig. 1.1. The variation in chain length gives PHAs varying resembling mechanical
properties ranging from hard crystalline polymers to elastic rubbers (12).
The first stage of PHA science development has been thought of to have begun with the
discovery of the 3-hydroxybutyric acid units in PHA. The second stage which has been described
as having a major impact on PHA research and commercial interest in this biopolyester is the
discovery of other hydroxyalkanoic acid (HA) units in PHA. The finding of Wiltholt and
coworkers highlighted a landmark discovery as they showed the accumulation of PHA by
Pseudomonas oleovorans when grown on octane (13, 14). Elemental analyses showed the PHA
material to contain predominantly 3-hydroxyoctanoate units (14, 15). The homopolymer of 3-HB
being very brittle, afforded it limited applications, however the incorporation of a second monomer
unit with a higher number of carbons in the repeat unit could significantly enhance its properties.
The progress in identifying PHAs with higher number of carbons in their repeat unit proved to be
very crucial as such PHAs were found to possess superior qualities of low crystallinity which
makes them soft and malleable. Various copolymers of containing PHB and other HA units such
as hydroxyvalerate (HV), hydroxyhexanoate (HHx) and Hydroxyoctanoate were envisioned to be
biodegradable alternatives to petroleum plastics such as polypropylene with poly-3hydroxybutyrate-co-3-hydroxyvalerate (PHBV) showing the most promise. That notwithstanding,
they have found much more applications in the biomedical industry.
Later research has shown that the large class of PHA-producing microorganisms, the gramnegative bacteria, are able to produce a wide variety of PHA (specifically mcl-PHA) when cultured
on different carbon sources such as renewable sources (sucrose, starch, cellulose, triacylglycerols),
fossil resources (methane, mineral oil, lignite, hard coal), byproducts (molasses, whey, glycerol),
chemicals (alkanoic acids, alkanes, fatty acids) (11, 41, 95, 96, 97, 98, 99) etc. Further research
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has also shown that various functional groups can be introduced by selecting carbon sources that
carry the desired functional groups. Biopolymers bearing terminal carbon-carbon double and triple
bonds, halogens, phenyl and aromatic groups have been described (4, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22).

1.3. Physiology PHA metabolism
1.3.1 Conditions favoring PHA accumulation
Macrae and Wilkinson observed in 1958 that the accumulation of PHA in an asporogenous
strain of B. megaterium increased as the carbon nitrogen ratio in their media increased (13, 23).
An imbalance in nutrient therefore triggered the intracellular accumulation of PHA just like
carbohydrate and polyphosphate reserves. This finding by Macrae and Wilkinson generated a
serious inquiry into the physiological role of PHAs in the microorganism’s cell metabolism.
Further studies revealed that the deficiency of nitrogen, phosphorus, magnesium or sulfate and
oxygen limitation initiated the in-vivo synthesis of PHA (24, 25). In all PHA-synthesizing
microorganisms, storage of PHA serves as carbon and energy reserves during times of starvation
and as possible ion sinks (100). In some of the microorganisms, it has been reported to act as a
redox regulator within the cell; serving as an electron sink for reducing power caused by the effect
of oxygen limitation on the electron transport chain (24, 25, 100).

1.3.2. Bacterial growth and production: Pseudomonas oleovorans
Pseudomonas oleovorans is a gram-negative bacterium which is the most studied of all
Pseudomonads employed in PHA-synthesis and accumulation. It has the capacity to produce PHA
from a variety of functionalized organic compounds hence producing PHA with functional groups
in the side chains. It is also able to produce random copolymers when grown on mixed substrates
5

via co-metabolism (17). There are four stages in the normal growth of the bacteria on carbonaceous
sources. PHA production is generally triggered during growth when the bacterium senses an
environmental stress in the form of nutrient limitation (specifically nitrogen or phosphorus) and it
is during this time that PHA is stored as reserve material in inclusion bodies in the cytoplasm of
the bacterial cells. The four stages of the growth of the bacteria are as follows, see Fig. 1.2
1. The Lag Phase: The bacterial cells are mainly sensing their environment to determine the
kind and supply of nutrients available for growth. Synthesis of the enzymes and cofactors
needed to begin the growth process also takes place during this phase. Due to very little
cell division during the lag phase, optical density of cell cultures is characteristically low
and constant.
2. The Log phase: This phase is characterized by a steady increase in the optical density of
the cell culture of the bacteria as there is a rapid and continuous division of the cells. Since
all the cofactors and enzymes requisite for growth and survival in the specific conditions
of its environment have been synthesized, cell numbers can double in a very short time and
on a logarithmic scale.
3. Stationary Phase: Due to a significant decrease in the amount of carbon sources in this
phase, cell division retards and whatever nutrients remain are mainly used for surviving.
Optical density levels off during this phase.
4. Death Phase: This phase is essentially a reverse of the log phase. All nutrients are used up
and cells begin to die off rapidly as the culture media become toxic due to waste
accumulation. Despite the exponential death of live cells, the optical density during this
phase does not really show what is truly happening by decreasing. This is due to the
presence of debris in the media that still scatters light.
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Figure 1.2 General bacteria growth curve

As the bacterial cells grow, PHA production is induced, as discussed earlier, by
environmental stress which is the limitation of the one of the vital nutrients required for its growth.
For many microorganisms including Pseudomonas oleovorans, nitrogen is the most commonly
limited nutrient in cell cultures to produce PHA. Figure 1.3 below shows an overlay of the curve
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showing PHA accumulation within the bacteria on the curve of the general growth pattern of
bacteria.
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Figure 1.3 PHA accumulation pattern superimposed on the general bacteria growth curve

While nitrogen limitation persists in the culture media with a surplus amount of carbon still
present, a polymerase enzyme, PHA synthase, starts PHA production. The polymeric material is
stored in inclusion bodies, which are localized in the bacterial cell’s cytoplasm, and can be
visualized by phase contrast light microscopy due to their high refractivity (24, 49). Russell et al.
have reported on the size of the PHA inclusion bodies in Pseudomonas oleovorans to vary between
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100 nm to 500 nm in diameter (101). PHA inclusions are known to be largely amorphous and
their surfaces are host of proteins responsible for biosynthesis and depolymerization, see Fig. 1.4.
Inclusions also host on their surfaces other proteins (phasins) which are believed to be also
involved in the formation and stabilization of PHA inclusions (26, 27, 28, 29, 100).
As the carbon content in the culture media is exhausted, the bacterial cells begin to use the
stored PHA through hydrolytic digestion by depolymerase enzymes located on the surface of the
inclusion bodies for energy and to maintain cell activity for survival. This decreases the amount of
stored PHA rapidly and upon consumption the bacterial cells die.

Figure 1.4. A model attempting to show the structure of in-vivo PHA inclusions and its
associated proteins. (Not drawn according to actual scale). (Reproduced with permission from
Sudesh et al., 13)
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1.4.Genetic basis for PHA production in Pseudomonas oleovorans
In Pseudomonas oleovorans, the PHA synthase preferentially utilizes CoA thioester of
various (R)-3-hydroxy fatty acids comprising 6–14 carbon atoms (30). Pseudomonas oleovorans
possesses two PHA synthase genes, Pha CI and Pha CII which are separated by the structural gene
for the depolymeraze enzyme PhaZ. Using CoA thioesters of hydroxyalkanoic acids (HA) as
substrates, PHA synthases catalyze the polymerization of HAs into PHA with the concomitant
release of CoA (31). PHA synthases (Pha CI and CII) work together with the depolymerase
enzyme (PhaZ), phasins (PhaF, PhaI) and acyl-CoA synthase (granule-associated proteins GAPs), as they are all involved in PHA granule formation and metabolism (32). These enzymes
responsible for the polymerizing process are encoded in a pha gene cluster and are all transcribed
in the same direction (33). The expression of PhaCI and PhaCII genes, responsible for the
polymerization process, are switched off when the organism senses a decrease in the relative
amounts of nutrients in its environment and begins to express the PhaZ gene that encodes the
depolymerase enzyme as it readies for depletion of the carbon sources in its environment (34).
This allows for the organism to use the stored PHA for its metabolic activities to ensure survival.

1.5.Metabolic pathways for mcl-PHA biosynthesis
There are three different metabolic routes, which have been reported to be the in-vivo paths
via which mcl-PHA precursor molecules are produced for the biosynthesis of PHAs in bacteria.
The first is the fatty acid degradation via β-oxidation. This is considered to be the main metabolic
route of fatty acids. The de-novo fatty acid biosynthesis pathway, which produces (R)-3hydroxyacyl-CoA precursors from non-related carbon sources such as glucose and gluconate is
the second (35). Thirdly, via chain elongation, in which acyl-CoA is extended with acetyl-CoA
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(36), see Fig. 1.5. The activities of these metabolic pathways generate (R)-3-hydroxyacyl-acyl
carrier protein (ACP), 2-trans-enoylCoA, (S)-3-hydroxyacyl-CoA, and 3-ketoacyl-CoA, which are
intermediate precursors to the mcl-PHA (35). It has been reported that the precursors, (S)-3hydroxyacyl-CoA and 3-ketoacyl-CoA, are converted to (R)-3-hydroxyacyl-CoA molecules by 3hydroxyacyl-CoA epimerase and 3-ketoacyl-ACP reductase, respectively (37). In addition, (R)specific enoyl-CoA hydratase (PhaJ), plays a significant role in supplying monomer units from the
β-oxidation to the PHA synthesis by catalyzing the (R)-specific hydration of β- oxidation
intermediate, 2-trans-enoyl-CoA, to (R)-3-hydroxyacyl-CoA, (38, 39). PhaG catalyzes the
conversion of (R)-3-hydroxyacyl-ACP to (R)-3-hydroxyacyl-CoA and contributes to the mcl-PHA
biosynthesis from gluconate or other non-related carbon compounds. mcl-PHA synthases (PhaC)
then catalyze the conversion of (R)-3-hydroxyacyl-CoA molecules into mcl-PHAs with the
concomitant release of CoA in the last step of mcl-PHA biosynthesis (35). Repeat units found in
PHA usually have the same number of carbon atoms as the carbon sources used as substrates and
repeat units with 2 or 4 more or less carbon atoms. For substrates containing an even number of
carbons, only repeat units with even number of carbons will be present in the PHA. The same is
true for odd numbered carbon substrates. For example, starting with a carbon substrate having C10
carbon atoms, the PHA will comprise repeat units having C6, C8, C10, C12 and C14 chain lengths.
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Figure 1.5 Schematic diagram showing the three different metabolic routes by which mcl-PHA
and scl-PHA precursor molecules are produced for the biosynthesis of PHAs in bacteria. 1. Fatty
Acid β-oxidation. 2. Fatty acid de-novo synthesis. 3. Chain elongation
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1.6.PHA copolymers and Functionalized PHAs
Lenz et al. described the ability of the PHA producing bacteria, Pseudomonas oleovorans,
to utilize diverse types of organic compound and divided those into three categories; group A:
organic compounds that can support both growth and PHA production; group B: organic
compounds that support growth but not polymer production; and group C: organic compounds that
cannot support growth (45, 46). Most of the carbon sources bearing functional groups fall into
categories B and C. In order to obtain PHAs containing units derived from these substrates, it must
be co-fed with a good-polymer producing substrate (group A substrates). Such co-metabolism
gives reasonable PHA yields and the resulting biopolymer also maintains crucial properties such
as biodegradability, biocompatibility, stereospecificity and hydrophobicity derived from the
polyester backbone (34). The terminal functional groups of such PHA copolymers provide sites
for chemical modification towards specialized biopolymers carrying bio-relevant small molecules
for potential applications in emergent fields such as biomedicine, tissue engineering, therapeutics
etc. (47).
The spectrum of applications can be further expanded for PHAs by post biosynthetic
chemical modification of terminal functional side chain groups. Thereby polymeric structures are
produced which cannot be achieved by simple bioconversion (44). Functional groups can be
introduced by selecting carbon sources that carry the desired functional groups. Biopolymers
bearing terminal carbon-carbon double and triple bonds, halogens, phenyl and aromatic groups
have been described (4, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22). Despite its unique characteristic of being
biodegradable and biocompatible, the simple PHA, PHB, has a high crystallinity and is very brittle
(40). This does not allow it to be used in specialized applications such coatings, temporary medical
implants, wound dressings etc. The relatively poor mechanical properties of PHB which makes it
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limited in applications can be overcome by the synthesis of copolymers of PHB with other PHAs.
Zhang et al. have showed such applications by developing a novel targeting drug delivery system
using the copolymer poly(3-hydroxybutyrate-co-3-hydroxyoctanoate) [P(HB-HO)] as the drug
carrier, folic acid (FA) as the targeting ligand, and doxorubicin (DOX) as the model anticancer
drug (102). Stock et al. have reported the successful replacement of all three-pulmonary valve
leaflet in lambs when the copolymer PHO-co-PHHx (poly 3-hydroxyoctanoate-co-3hydroxyhexanoate) was used in the place of polyglycolic acid (PGA) and polylactic acid (PLA)
scaffolds which failed in the same application. The high rigidity and stiffness of the PGA-PLA
material was overcome by the PHA copolymer (42).

1.7.Applications of PHA in Biomedicine.
Due to their biodegradability, PHAs were initially thought of as possible alternatives to
petroleum-based plastics in remedying the plastic waste problem. However, the economics of
production has not allowed PHA use in this field. In 2007 Metabolix Inc, now Yield10 Bioscience
Company, a leader in the use of bioscience to provide sustainable, clean solutions for plastics,
fuels and chemicals, announced a joint venture with ADM, the global leader in bio-energy and a
premier agricultural processor, to produce a versatile brand of natural plastics from renewable
resources called Mirel™ Natural Plastics (110). Mirel was the world’s first sustainable, bio-based
and fully biodegradable plastic with high performance and was meant to provide an alternative to
traditional, oil-based plastics. ADM, however, pulled out of the joint venture in 2012 citing
uncertainty around projected capital and production costs and the rate of market adoption as
reasons for the termination (111).
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PHAs have, however, found many useful applications in the biomedical field. Prominent
amongst the contributions of PHA to medicine is its applications in the cardiovascular area. Tepha
Medical Devices, based in Cambridge, MA made commercial advances in the application of PHA.
These advances are focused on the manufacturing of fully absorbable stents, pericardial patches,
vascular grafts, artery augments and drug eluting coatings for coronary stents from PHA platforms,
specifically poly (4-hydroxybutyrate) (P4HB) (58). Other advances by Tepha based on PHA
platforms include the manufacturing of tablets, surgical meshes and sutures, dressings, dusting
powders, prodrugs and microparticulate carriers. The first PHA-based product approved by FDA
for clinical application is the TephaFLEX absorbable suture prepared from P(4HB). In 2007, the
FDA had cleared its marketing in the USA, indicating a promising future for the application of
PHAs in biomedical areas (58, 103).
PHAs, owing to their stereoregularity have been used as chiral precursors for the chemical
synthesis of optically active compounds (24, 48). Such compounds are used as biodegradable
carriers for long term dosage of drugs, hormones, insecticides and herbicides. They are also used
as osteosynthetic materials in the stimulation of bone growth owing to their piezoelectric
properties, in bone plates and surgical sutures (11, 49). The most crucial aspect of the use of PHAs
in medical application is their non-carcinogenic behavior, as they have shown improvements in
cell growth either in-vitro or following in-vivo implantation (50). One study using osteosarcoma
UMR-108 cells showed that PHAs [P(3HB), P(3HBV), P(3HB-co-3HHx), P(3HB-co-4HB), and
P(3HBVco-3HHx)] did not affect the cancerous proliferation in primary osteoblasts (51). P(3HBco-3HHx) strands have been reported to show excellent features of tensile strength and elasticity
for use as biomedical sutures (52). Recent advances in tissue engineering have made it possible
for patients with brain damage to receive repair and regeneration of damaged neurons, thanks to
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the identification of certain neural stem cells (NSCs) and neural progenitor cells (NPCs) in the
central nervous system. P(3HB), P(3HBV), P(3HB-co-4HB), and P (3HB-co-3HHx) have shown
promising results for enhanced neural survival, promotion of greater axon-dendrite segregation,
and for NSC growth, proliferation, and viability (53, 54, 55, 56, 57).
Scaffolds made from PHB are reported to promote attachment, proliferation and survival
of adult Schwann cells and support marked axonal regeneration within the graft (105). PHB
conduits were also found to support common-peroneal-nerve injury model for peripheral nerve
regeneration in a rabbit (106). The more elastic PHBHHx nerve conduits were successfully
developed into porous PHBHHx conduits for repairing in-vivo nerve damage (107). A more
flexible terpolyester of 3-hydroxybutyrate, 3-hydroxyvalerate and 3-hydroxyhexanoate,
(PHBVHHx), was studied in comparison with PLA and PHBHHx for its respective function
leading to more extensive differentiation of human bone marrow mesenchymal stem cell (hBMSC)
into nerve cells. The terpolyester films showed stronger cell adhesion, proliferation and
differentiation for hBMSC compared with that of well-studied PLA and PHBHHx. (108).
PHBVHHx scaffolds with the right pore sizes based on hBMSC differentiation can be used for
nerve injury repair. PHA blend films with varying ratios of PHO/PHB, have also been found to
support growth and differentiation of neuron cells (109).
PHAs (specifically, P(3HB-co-3HHx)) dissolved in organic solvents such as N-methyl
pyrrolidone (NMP), dimethylacetamide (DMAC), 1,4-dioxane (DIOX), dimethyl sulfoxide
(DMSO) and 1,4-butanolide (BL), have been tested by Dai et al. as an injectable implant with films
prepared from DIOX showing the strongest mechanical properties (104). Upon injection it
immediately forms a film around the injection site. All the P(3HB-co-3HHx) films cast from
amphiphilic solvents studied by Dai et al., however, showed a reduced hydrophilicity compared to
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P(3HB-co-3HHx) films prepared from chloroform casting and poly (lactic acid) (PLA). The
reduced hydrophilicity was reported to be the cause of the poor attachment and proliferation of
Human Embryo Lung Fibroblast (HELF) cells cultured on the injectable P(3HB-co-3HHx) film.
Their results however suggest that P(3HB-co-3HHx) injectable implant system can be developed
as a tissue adhesion prevention film for surgical operations (104).

1.8. Chemical modification of PHAs – “Click Chemistry”.
The century-old fields of organic and polymer chemistry have produced a large and varied
tool-box, which has been employed in the modification and manipulation of macromolecules over
the years. One of such tools developed relatively recently at the turn of the millennium in 2001 is
“Click Chemistry”. As organic molecules started to find their place as easily tunable and functional
materials, the need for new conjugation reactions that can be used effectively by non-synthetic
organic chemists became inevitable (59). Such reactions should be easy to carry out, yield high
selectivity, should be compatible with water and other protic solvents, should lead to quantitative
conversions and resulting products should be easily isolated without chromatographic means (60,
61).
As described by Hawker et al., Click processes proceed rapidly to completion and tend to
be highly selective for a solitary product: we think of these reactions as being “spring- loaded for
a single trajectory” (62). Click chemistry, therefore, is a collection of such reactions that has
evolved as an efficient tool for ligation and has gained quick acceptance in many fields such as
biotechnology, material and polymer science, medicinal chemistry etc. (59). The concept of “Click
Chemistry” and the catchy term “click” was first introduced by Sharpless and coworkers at the
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Scripps Research Institute (63) and to date includes four major classes of chemical
transformations;
•

Cycloadditions - these primarily refer to 1, 3-dipolar cycloadditions, but also include
hetero-Diels-Alder cycloadditions (61, 64).

•

Thiol-based “Click” reactions such as thiol-ene and thiol-yne radical reactions,
nucleophilic addition reaction of thiols (thiol-isocyanate, thiol-epoxide reactions) and
thiol-halogen nucleophilic substitution reactions (59). Also, additions to carbon-carbon
multiple bonds - examples include epoxidations, aziridinations, dihydroxylations, sulfenyl
halide additions, nitrosyl halide additions, and certain Michael additions (61, 63, 64).

•

Nucleophilic ring-openings - these refer to the openings of strained heterocyclic
electrophiles, such as aziridines, epoxides, cyclic sulfates, aziridinium ions, episulfonium
ions, etc. (61, 64).

•

Carbonyl chemistry of the non-aldol type- examples include the formations of ureas,
thioureas, hydrazones, oxime ethers, amides, aromatic heterocycles, etc. (63, 64).
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Herein a description of the specific category of “Click Chemistry” and its specific type of
reactions employed in this research project are discussed. Emphasis is laid on their mechanism,
synthetic details and how they lend themselves as potential effective ligation tools for the chemical
modification of PHAs.

1.8.1. Cycloaddition “Click Reactions”
1.8.1.a. Copper-catalyzed Azide-Alkyne Cycloaddition (CuAAC) Click Reaction
The classical Huisgen Dipolar Cycloaddition addition reaction between azides and terminal
alkynes is the most common of all click reactions, of which the copper-catalyzed version is the
“jewel in the crown” (65). As the principal prototype of click chemistry it has a high
regioselectivity and produces only 1, 4 adducts. The interaction between Cu(I) and terminal
alkynes makes the latter a better 1,3-dipolarophile, enhancing its reaction with azides (59). Two
reactions reported separately by Sharpless et al. and Meldal et al. revolutionized this type of click
reactions. The former reported the in-situ generation of copper(I) through the reduction of copper
sulfate pentahydrate (CuSO4⋅5H2O) with ascorbic acid, as an efficient catalyst for carrying out
azide–alkyne ligation reactions in solutions (66).
Meldal and coworkers on the other hand reported the conjugation of peptides through side
chains and the backbone in solid phase using azide–alkyne cycloaddition catalyzed by cuprous
iodide (67). This reaction by Meldal and coworkers’ sheds light on the practical application of the
CuAAC click reaction. The triazole group formed from the CuAAC possesses advantageous
properties that have given this click reaction much attention especially in drug delivery
applications. Aside from being a stable linker, the triazole group is not vulnerable to hydrolytic
cleavage and cannot be reduced or oxidized under normal conditions unlike the amide bond which
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was otherwise the most common linkage used. The extra atom in the ring of the triazole linkage
(Fig. 1.6), places the carbon atoms linked to 1- and 4-positions at a distance of 5.0 Å, while an
amide linkage places the carbon atoms only at 3.8 Å apart from each other. The nitrogen atoms at
2- and 3-positions of the triazole have weak hydrogen-bond-accepting properties (112).

3
2
Cu(1)
4
1

5

triazole

Fig. 1.6. CuAAC model reaction showing the selective formation of the regioisomer,1,4disubstituted 1,2,3-triazole.

There are many examples of CuAAC being used effectively for assembling small
molecular units to obtain more functional and useful molecules. An interesting example of this is
the reported synthesis of some sialic acid conjugates using copper catalyzed azide–alkyne
cycloaddition (CuAAC), which are potential neuraminidase inhibitors with good IC50 values (68)

Comprehensive kinetic studies and Density Functional Theory (DFT) calculations have
elucidated the stepwise mechanism by which the CuAAC reaction proceeds (65, 69, 114), see Fig.
1.7. The first step in the process is the formation of a Cu–alkyne π complex, which then forms a
copper acetylide after deprotonation of the alkyne proton. The acetylenic proton, after coordination
of copper with the alkyne, becomes more acidic by up to 9.7 pH units. This allows the
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deprotonation to occur in aqueous media even in the absence of a base. The copper acetylide exists
in equilibrium between a monomer and a dimer. One of the Cu ions in the dimer coordinates with
the azide nitrogen and activates it. Through cyclization, the complex forms a metallacycle via a
nucleophilic attack of the terminal nitrogen of the azide group on the internal carbon of the alkyne.
The metallacycle then undergoes a ring contraction through a transannular interaction between the
lone pair of electrons on the substituted nitrogen of the azide and the C=Cu bond. This relatively
fast step yields a Cu triazolide, which undergoes protonation to liberate the 1,4-disubstituted
triazole and regenerates the Cu(I) catalyst (64, 65, 69, 70). It is worth noting that Fokin and Finn
were the first to propose the possibility that two Cu centers were involved in the transition state of
the cycle (115). Their subsequent detailed kinetic studies confirmed the possibility of a σ, πbimetallic Cu(I) intermediate (65, 114). The DFT calculations, carried out by same group (116,
117), supported this hypothesis by showing that the activation energy barrier is reduced by 4–6
kcal/mol when the second metal center complexes with the alkyne unit. The π-complexation of the
σ-alkynyl-Cu(I) species enhances the reactivity of the alkynyl ligand by decreasing electron
density on the sp carbon atoms, thus facilitating the azide attack (65).
Certain ligands with the capability of forming heterocyclic chelates with Cu+1 ions have
been identified and reported to increase the reaction rates of the CuAAC reaction. For example,
the nitrogen-based ligand, Tris-(benzyltriazolylmethyl)amine (TBTA), a tetradentate ligand, has
been shown to be very efficient in increasing the rate of CuAAC click reactions by surrounding
the Cu(I) center and thereby eliminating any free binding sites for destabilizing interactions (71).
Most of the ligands used in CuAAC are nitrogen based (see Fig. 1.8), however ligands containing
oxygen, phosphorous (72), carbon (73), and sulfur (74) as donor atoms are also reported.
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* [Cu] is CuI. Active copper (I) species is generated in-situ from Cu(II) salts using sodium ascorbate as
a reducing agent. Comproportionation of Cu(II) salts in the presence of Cu wire can also be used
to generate the active Cu(I) species.

Figure 1.7. Mechanism of the Copper-Catalyzed Azide-Alkyne Cycloaddition (CuAAC)
(65,69,114)
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Figure 1.8. Some common nitrogen-based ligands (bases) used in CuAAC. (* Used in this study)

1.8.1.b.Strain-Promoted Azide Alkyne Cycloaddition Reaction (SPAAC)
Though the impact of CuAAC cannot be overemphasized (60, 75,7 6), its need for the
copper catalyst makes the process non-ideal for applications such as bio-orthogonal coupling.
Strain-promoted azide-alkyne cycloaddition (SPAAC) overcomes this problem as no catalyst is
needed (see Fig. 1.9). It takes advantage of ground state destabilization to fast-track triazole
formation under ambient and biological conditions (77, 78). Of the cyclo-alkynes, cyclooctyne has
been the main platform upon which SPAAC tools are based. The rate of the uncatalyzed
cycloaddition reaction can be increased by using electron-deficient cyclo-alkynes and this can be
achieved by introducing electron-withdrawing groups onto the cycloalkyne system. Bertozzi and
coworkers have explored this possibility by preparing mono and difluorinated cyclooctyne
derivatives which were reported to have lower energy LUMO that gave their cycloaddition
reactions an increased second-order rate constant (79, 80, 81, 82).
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Another strategy for increasing the rate of SPAAC reactions is by increasing the strain in
the ring. Boon et al. achieved this strategy by introducing benzyl groups adjacent to the alkyne
function in the cyclooctyne ring (83). Though cyclooctynes have been the main platform upon
which most SPAAC tools are based because of their “explosive” reactivity toward azides, their
instability poses a liability in that they are air-sensitive and rearrange and polymerize easily
(84,85). Tummatorn et al. have report that cyclononynes provide a better balance of stability and
reactivity compared to cyclooctyne platforms (47).

Figure 1.9. Mechanism of SPAAC “click” reaction between terminal alkynes and a cycloalkyne
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1.8.2. Thiol-Based Click Reactions
1.8.2.a. Thiol-Yne Radical Click reaction.
Thiols have a wide range of reactivity as they have been reported in literature to react with
a variety of substrates and a number of different functional groups. This makes thiols very good
tools for conjugation. The reaction of thiols with alkynes can be carried out under benign
conditions in the presence of a radical initiator. The thioether bonds formed from such reactions
have been proven to be stable towards strong bases, strong acids and reducing conditions (59). The
radical addition of thiols with terminal alkynes produces six possible products (as shown below in
Fig. 1.10.) unlike its sister (more prominent) reaction with alkenes which produces two products;
the Markovnikov and anti-Markovnikov products (86).

R
R
hv and/or
radical initiator

A

C

B
R R

R

R

R
D

E

R
F

Figure 1.10. Possible addition products for the mono- and bis-hydrothiolation of a terminal
alkyne bond.
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This reaction does not require a transition metal catalyst and can be initiated by using a
radical initiator and/or irradiation using a UV source. The combined use of the radical initiator and
UV irradiation has been reported to increase the reaction rates significantly (59). The mechanism
of the reaction proceeds as follows (see Fig 1.11); thiyl radicals, R-S•, are first generated
photochemically (with or without photoinitiator) using a UV source, preferable wavelength: 254
nm. Other conventional methods of initiation are by thermal generation of the thiyl radicals. In the
presence of an alkyne there is an addition of the thiyl radical to the C≡C bond of the terminal
alkyne to give the intermediate vinyl thioether radical. The second step is the chain transfer
reaction (this should not be confused with chain transfer used in polymer synthesis) between the
intermediate vinyl based radical with additional thiol to give the vinyl thioether intermediate.
Importantly, the vinyl thioether intermediate is also highly reactive towards thiyl radicals and will
react with R-S• to give an intermediate carbon-centered radical that undergoes a second chain
transfer reaction yielding the target 1,2-bisaddition dithioether product, (86), see Fig. 1.11. The
addition of the first thiol to the alkyne is the rate-limiting step, and the second thiol addition to the
intermediate vinyl thioether is a faster step and has been reported to proceed approximately three
times faster (87). The thiol-yne reaction generates a chiral center which is of important
consideration of small molecules of biological significance (86).

1.8.2.b. Thiol–Halogen Nucleophilic Substitution Reaction.
Thiols can initiate a nucleophilic attack on to electrophilic substrates such as halides. This
type of thiol-based click reaction is a rapid and efficient substitution of a leaving group bearing
substrates (88, 89). The reaction is generally initiated by bases, organic bases such as
trialkylamines, which are added in catalytic amounts (90), see Fig. 1.12. The rate of the reaction
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is dependent on the substrates and their susceptibility to attack by thiols. The reaction proceeds
well even in the presence of other nucleophiles such as alcohols and amines, owing to the increased
nucleophilicity of thiols and thiolates (59).

hv

+ Photoinitiator
thiol

Chain Propagation

.

1

1

alkyne

Chain Transfer

.
1

1

Chain Propagation
1

.

1

Chain Transfer
1
1

.
bis-hydrothiolation product

Figure 1.11. Reaction mechanism for the double hydrothiolation of a terminal alkyne bond under
radical conditions (Thiol-yne Radical Click reaction).
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thiolate ion

alkyl halogen
+ X-

[B]
thiol
HX + [B]

[B] = Base

[HB+]

X= Halogen

Figure 1.12. Reaction mechanism for the thiol-halogen nucleophilic substitution reaction.
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CHAPTER 2
PHA Synthesis and Characterization
This chapter has been reproduced in part from:
S. Nkrumah-Agyeefi, C. Scholz, Chemical modification of functionalized polyhydroxyalkanoates
via “Click” chemistry: A proof of concept, International Journal of Biological Macromolecules.
95 (2017) 796-808.

2.1 Introduction:
Pseudomonas oleovorans, as discussed in the previous chapter, has the capacity to produce
PHA from a variety of functionalized organic compounds hence producing PHA with functional
groups in the side chains. It is also able to produce random copolymers when grown on mixed
substrates via co-metabolism (17). PHA side chains bearing functional groups allow for further
chemical modification to be carried out on the PHA to tune them for specific applications.
For the polymer analogous conversions via selected click chemistry studies, PHA bearing
terminal bromine and alkyne groups in their sides chains were synthesized by culturing
Pseudomonas oleovorans on the mixed substrates, nonanoic acid/11-bromoundecanoic acid and
nonanoic acid/10-undecynoic acid. The former yields the random copolymer poly(3hydroxynonanoate)-co-(3-hydroxy-11-bromoundecanoate) (PHNUBr) and latter yields the
random copolymer poly(3-hydroxynonanoate)-co-(3-hydroxy-10-undecynoate) (PHNUD). The
bacteria can grow on the functionalized alkanoic acid, 11-bromoundecanoic acid and 10undecynoic acid, however cannot accumulate the functionalized PHA when grown solely on the
functionalized substrates. Nonanoic acid being a suitable substrate for both growth and PHA
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accumulation is used in a co-feeding technique to enable the incorporation of the desired
functionalized alkanoic acids into the PHA products (46, 113).

2.2. Experimental
2.2.1. Bacteria Strain, Media and Growth Conditions.
P. oleovorans ATCC 29347 was used throughout this study and was maintained in 20%
glycerol media at -80 oC. For all bacterial growth and polymer production studies, cells were precultured in E*-media containing (per Liter) (91), see table 2.1.:

Table 2.1. Pre-culture E* – media

Ingredient

Amount per Liter

(NH4)2SO4

4.0 g

K2HPO4

5.8 g

KH2PO4

3.7 g

MgSO4•7H2O

0.4 g

Microelement
solution*

1.0 mL

Sodium Nonanoate

5.4g

(carbon source)
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For polymer production the E*-media was supplemented with 10mM (1.36g/L) sodium acetate.
See table 2.2.
Table 2.2. E* – media used for polymer production
Ingredient

Amount per Liter

(NH4)2SO4

1.03g

K2HPO4

5.80 g

KH2PO4

3.70 g

MgSO4•7H2O

0.40 g

Microelement solution*

1.00 mL

Sodium Nonanoate

5.40g

11-bromoundecanoic acid

3.95g

Sodium Acetate

1.36g

*The microelement solution contained (per liter of 1 M HCl) (91), see table 2.3:
Table 2.3. Microelement solution
Ingredient

Amount per liter of
1M HCl

FeSO4•7H2O

2.78 g

MnCl2•4H2O

1.98 g

CoSO4•7H2O

2.81 g

CaCl2•2H2O

1.67 g

CuCl2•2H2O

0.17 g

ZnSO4•7H2O

0.29 g
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NaOH solution (0.1M) was used to adjust the pH to 7.0. Pre-cultures were grown at 30 oC
in 200 mL shake flasks in a rotary shaker at 200 rpm until the cell growth reached an optical density
(O.D) of 4.0 (17 h). Pre-cultures were used to inoculate fresh cultures for production of
functionalized PHAs.

2.2.2. Effect of Time of Harvest on Polymer Yield and Percent Incorporation of Brominated
Repeating Units.
To determine the effect of harvest time on polymer yield and percent bromine incorporation
into the polymer product, 5 fresh 160 mL cultures, labelled A through E, containing 50:50 molar
ratio of sodium nonanoate (C9Na) and 11-bromoundecanoic acid (C11Br) were each inoculated
with 40 mL of the pre-culture. The nitrogen to carbon ratio (N/C) ratio was adjusted in all fresh
cultures to 0.26* [31] for polymer production by using a 30 mM total concentration of carbon
source and 7.8 mM concentration of nitrogen source ((NH4)2SO4). The fresh cultures were grown
in parallel at 30 oC in a rotary shaker at 200 rpm. The cultures were harvested at following times:
A – 20, B – 25, C – 30, D – 36, E – 42 h and by centrifuging the fermentation broth at 490 x g,
using a Sorvall Legend XFR Centrifuge with a TX-1000 rotor. The cells were washed with
deionized water and lyophilized. The polymer was recovered by extracting with dichloromethane
for 24 h, (60 mL of solvent per 3 g of dried cells), at room temperature and the filtrate was
concentrated. The PHA was precipitated in cold, vigorously stirred 45 mL methanol. The polymer
was purified by re-dissolving in dichloromethane and re-precipitating in methanol for several
times. PHAs were characterized using 1H NMR to determine percent incorporation of brominated
repeat units.
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*Example:
Total Molar Conc. of Carbon source = 30mM
Molar Conc. of (NH4)2SO4 (x): 𝑥 ÷ 30𝑚𝑀 = 0.26
𝑥 = 30𝑚𝑀 × 0.26 = 𝟕. 𝟖𝒎𝑴
Grams per Liter (NH4)2SO4: (7.8 ÷ 1000)𝑚𝑜𝑙𝑒𝑠 ×

132.14𝑔
𝑚𝑜𝑙

× 1𝐿 = 𝟏. 𝟎𝟑𝒈/𝑳

2.2.3. Effect of Molar Concentration of Carbon Source on Polymer Yield and Incorporation of
Brominated Repeating Units.
To determine the effect of the molar concentration of carbon source on the polymer yield
and percent bromine incorporation, 5 fresh 160 mL cultures, labeled A through E were each
inoculated with 40 mL of the pre-culture grown to an O.D above 4.0. The cultures contained the
following total molar concentration of the carbon sources (50:50 molar ratio of C 9Na:C11Br), see
Fig 2.4:
Table 2.4. Experimental conditions to test the impact of molar concentration of carbon
source on polymer yield
Total Molar Conc. of
Carbon Sources(mM)

Molar Conc. of
(NH4)2SO4 (mM)

A

30

7.8

B

40

10.4

C

50

13.0

D

60

15.6

E

70

18.2
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The nitrogen to carbon ratio (N/C) ratio was adjusted in all fresh cultures to 0.26 [31] (Table 2.4)
for polymer production (as described previously) and cultures were grown in parallel at 30 oC in a
rotary shaker at 200 rpm. All five cultures were harvested after 20 h of growth by centrifuging the
fermentation broth at 490 x g, using a Sorvall Legend XFR centrifuge with a TX-1000 rotor. The
cells were washed with deionized water and lyophilized. The polymer was recovered by extracting
with dichloromethane for 24 h, (60 mL of solvent per 3 g of dried cells), at room temperature and
the filtrate was concentrated. The PHA was precipitated in cold, vigorously stirring 45 mL of
methanol. The polymer was purified by re-dissolving in dichloromethane and re-precipitating in
methanol for several times. PHAs were characterized using 1H NMR to determine percent
incorporation of brominated repeat units.

2.2.4. Effect of Sodium Acetate Supplement on Polymer Yield and Incorporation of Brominated
Repeating Units.
To determine the effect of a sodium acetate supplement on polymer yield and percent
bromine incorporation, five fresh 160 mL cultures, labelled A through E were each inoculated with
40 mL of the pre-culture grown to an O.D above 4. The cultures contained 30 mM total
concentration of carbon source (C9Na/C11Br) in a 50:50 molar ratio and the following molar
concentrations of sodium acetate supplement: A – 5 mM, B – 10 mM, C – 15 mM, D – 20 mM, E
– 25 mM. The nitrogen to carbon ratio (N/C) ratio was adjusted in all fresh cultures to 0.26 (45)
for polymer production (as described previously). All five cultures were grown in parallel at 30 oC
in a rotary shaker at 200 rpm and harvest after 20 h. of growth by centrifuging the fermentation
broth at 490 x g, using a Sorvall Legend XFR centrifuge with a TX-1000 rotor. The cells were
washed with deionized water and lyophilized. The polymer was recovered by extracting with
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dichloromethane for 24 h (60 mL of solvent per 3 g of dried cells), at room temperature and the
filtrate was concentrated. The PHA was precipitated in cold, vigorously stirring 45 mL of
methanol. The polymer was purified by re-dissolving in dichloromethane and re-precipitating in
methanol for several times. PHAs were characterized using 1H NMR to determine percent
incorporation of brominated repeat units.

2.2.5. Effect of N/C ratio on Polymer Yield and Incorporation of Brominated Repeating Units.
To determine the effect of a N/C ratio on polymer yield and percent bromine incorporation, five
fresh 160 mL cultures, labelled A through E were each inoculated with 40 mL of the pre-culture
grown to an O.D above 4. The cultures contained 30 mM total concentration of carbon source
(C9Na/C11Br) in a 50:50 molar ratio and the following N/C ratios: A – 0.16, B – 0.21, C – 0.26,
D – 0.31, E – 0.36. All five cultures were grown in parallel at 30 oC in a rotary shaker at 200 rpm
and harvest after 20 h. of growth by centrifuging the fermentation broth at 490 x g, using a Sorvall
Legend XFR centrifuge with a TX-1000 rotor. The cells were washed with deionized water and
lyophilized. The polymer was recovered by extracting with dichloromethane for 24 h (60 mL of
solvent per 3 g of dried cells), at room temperature and the filtrate was concentrated. The PHA
was precipitated in cold, vigorously stirring 45 mL of methanol. The polymer was purified by redissolving in dichloromethane and re-precipitating in methanol for several times. PHAs were
characterized using 1H NMR to determine percent incorporation of brominated repeat units.
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2.2.6. Polymer Production

Table 2.5. Optimum conditions for Polymer Production

Time

20 h

Total Carbon Source Molar Conc.

40 mM

Molar Conc. of Acetate supplement

10 mM

Temperature

30oC

pH

7.0

Using the optimum conditions for polymer production determined from the preliminary
studies (see sections 2.3.1-3, table 2.5), PHAs containing terminal brominated and alkyne
repeating units were produced by the co-metabolism of sodium nonanoate/11-bromoundecanoic
acid and sodium nonanoate/10-undecynoic acid, respectively. Cell growth was monitored via the
O.D of the cell culture at 570 nm using a Thermo-Scientific Spectronic 20D+ spectrophotometer.
Cells were harvested by centrifuging the fermentation broth at 490 x g, using a Sorvall Legend
XFR centrifuge with a TX-1000 rotor. The cells were washed with deionized water and
lyophilized. The polymer was recovered by extracting with dichloromethane (60 mL of solvent
per 3 g of dried cells) for 24 h, at room temperature and the filtrate was concentrated. The PHA
was precipitated in cold, vigorously stirring methanol (150 mL). The polymer was purified by redissolving in dichloromethane (20 mL) and re-precipitating in methanol (150 mL) for several
times. Proton NMR (1H NMR) and Fourier Transformed Infrared Spectroscopy (FTIR) analysis
were used in characterizing the polymer
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2.2.7. Polymer Characterization
1

H, 13C and COSY NMR spectra of the polymers were recorded in CDCl3 using a 500 MHz

Varian INOVA Spectrometer. MestreNova 11.0 software was used for processing and analyzing
the spectra collected. FTIR spectra were collected using the Perkin Elmer FTIR Spectrometer
Spectrum 2. Samples were placed on the diamond ATR crystal and the pressure clamp turned to
its slip-clutch limit to achieve maximum pressure. A total accumulation of 8 scans were performed
from 500 cm-1 to 4000 cm-1 to obtain the ATR spectra.

2.3 Results and Discussion
As the studies by Lenz et al. (46, 92) showed, brominated compounds are considered
category B carbon sources for P. oleovorans, i.e. cells can grow on the substrate but do not produce
PHA, when grown solely on a brominated substrate. Co-feeding with a category A substrate (e.g.
sodium nonanoate) will induce the incorporation of brominated repeat units into the PHA chain
(46, 92). When working with wild-type bacterial cultures, the following parameters can be
adjusted to optimize the production of a bromine-containing PHA: (i) co-feeding, (ii)
supplementation (iii) harvesting time
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Figure 2.1. A. Growth of P.oleovorans on sodium nonanoate (15mM) only (Pre-culture). B.
Growth of P.oleovorans on equimolar mixtures of sodium nonanoate and 11-bromoundecanoic
acid (30mM) for polymer production
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2.3.1. Effect of time of harvest.
Based on the general growth behavior of P. oleovorans on equimolar mixtures of sodium
nonanoate and 11-bromoundecanoic acid (Fig 2. 1) the effect of harvest time on polymer yield and
percent incorporation of the bromine group in the PHA were investigated. As shown in Table 2.6
and Fig. 2.2a, the cultures harvested at 20 h had the highest average polymer yield of 119.50 +/6.43 mg/L. There was no significant difference in bromine incorporation at 20 and 25 h harvest
time, 25.3 +/- 1.0 % and 25.5 +/- 0.6 % respectively. The difference between their average polymer
yields however is significant; 119.50 +/- 6.43 mg/L and 88 +/- 7.52 mg/L respectively. This is
likely due to the cells beginning to use accumulated PHA for their growth after the 20 h mark
hence the observed corresponding increase in average cell weight from 3.08 +/- 0.28 g/L at the 20
h mark to 3.93 +/- 0.12 g/L at 25 h. A harvest time of 20 h was set for all subsequent cultures based
on these results.
It is worth mentioning that sequential feeding was tested (results not shown) to determine
if cells having grown well on sodium nonanoate will be robust enough to feed on the less desired
11-bromoundecanoic acid. It was observed however, that the incorporation of brominated repeat
units was very low, less than 5%. Results obtained here indicate that the co-metabolism technique
seems to be the best method for a high incorporation of brominated repeating units into the
biopolymer. This agrees with results reported by Lenz et al. (46), who saw no bromine
incorporation in sequential feeding experiments.
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Table 2.6. Effect of time of harvest on polymer yield and percent incorporation of bromoalkyl
units when P. oleovorans is grown on equimolar mixtures of sodium nonanoate and 11bromoundecanoic acid (15mM: 15mM). All experiments were conducted in quadruplets.
10h
Ave. Cell Weight 2.05
(g/L)
+/- 0.16
Ave. Polymer
63.25
Yield
+/- 5.30
(mg/L)
% Ave. Polymer 3.09
yield
(by cell weight)
Ave. % Inc. of
7.0
bromoalkyl units +/- 1.4
(NMR)

15h
2.66
+/- 0.14
81.75
+/- 6.71

20h
3.08
+/-0.17
119.50
+/- 6.43

25h
3.93
+/- 0.12
88.00
+/- 7.52

30h
2.74
+/- 0.15
105.75
+/- 10.23

36h
3.09
+/- 0.11
97.75
+/- 7.28

42h
2.92
+/- 0.10
65.00
+/- 5.69

3.07

3.87

2.24

3.85

3.10

2.23

16.85
+/- 1.63

25.3
+/- 1.0

25.5
+/- 0.6

22.3
+/- 0.2

21.5
+/- 0.3

18.5
+/- 0.6

2.3.2 Effect of molar concentration.
Fatty acids are known to be toxic to P. oleovorans cells at high concentrations hence it can
be expected that polymer growth decreases with increasing carbon source concentrations. As
reported in Table 2.7 and Fig. 2.2b, the highest average polymer yield of 174.00 +/- 8.60 mg/L
was obtained when the total molar concentration of carbon sources was 40 mM, which also gave
the highest average percent brominated repeating units of 38.5 +/- 0.4 %.

Further increase in

carbon source concentrations leads to continued increases in the average cell weight, however, the
polymer incorporation decreases drastically for carbon source concentrations of 50 mM and above.
As expected the fatty acid carbon sources inhibit polymer production at higher concentrations.
Comparable results were reported by Du and Yu (45).
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Table 2.7. Effect of total molar concentration of carbon substrates on polymer yield and percent
incorporation of bromalkyl units, equimolar ratios of sodium nonanoate and 11bromoundecanoic acid were used for all fermentations and they were conducted for 20 h. All
experiments were conducted in quadruplets.
Ave. Cell Weight
(g/L)
Ave. Polymer Yield
(mg/L)
% Ave. Polymer yield
(by Cell weight)
Ave. % Inc. of
bromoalkyl units
(NMR)

30mM

40mM

50mM

60mM

70mM

3.68
+/- 0.13

5.29
+/- 0.14

6.82
+/- 0.12

8.64
+/- 0.20

9.69
+/- 0.14

160.50
+/- 8.94

174.00
+/- 8.60

42.00
+/- 9.31

97.25
+/- 5.56

81.00
+/- 7.91

4.36

3.30

0.63

1.13

0.84

28.5
+/- 0.2

38.5
+/- 0.4

13.5
+/- 0.4

10.5
+/- 0.7

9.5
+/- 0.9

2.3.3 Effect of acetate supplement
Acetic acid has been reported to increase PHA yield when used as a co-substrate with both
sodium octanoate and sodium nonanoate (45). To determine the optimum molar concentration of
acetic acid supplement (sodium acetate) needed to enhance polymer production and incorporation
of bromine groups, cultures were supplemented with increasing molar concentrations of sodium
acetate. The results, Table 2.8 and Fig. 2.2c, indicate that the maximum average PHA yield was
obtained with a 10 mM sodium acetate supplement. Again, average cell weights increase steadily
between 5 and 20 mM of sodium acetate, but the highest polymer incorporation was observed for
10 mM of sodium acetate and decreased at higher concentrations. The percent incorporation of
brominated repeating units does not follow a clear trend and increases from 5 mM to 10 mM
sodium acetate, then drops slightly at the 15 mM concentration, but increases at higher
concentrations. Du and Yu (45) reasoned from their work that P. oleovorans when grown on
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sodium nonanoate alone used it for both energy generation and polymerization. Therefore, by
adding an acetate supplement, it would be incorporated into the TCA cycle for energy generation,
hence, saving a considerable amount of sodium nonanoate for polymerization (45). This
hypothesis is confirmed by the current studies; the highest average PHA yield in this study (364.00
+/- 13.98 mg/L with acetate) is almost twice as much as the highest in the previous two studies
(174 +/- 8.60 mg/L) without acetate. There is also an observed increase in percent incorporation
of brominated repeating units. These results show that not only does an acetate supplement
improve PHA yields when P. oleovorans is grown on just one carbon source but also when grown
on co-substrates and aids in incorporating functional repeating units into the PHA.

Table 2.8. Effect of sodium acetate supplement on polymer yield and percent incorporation of
bromoalkyl units, equimolar ratios (total 40 mM) of sodium nonanoate and 11-bromoundecanoic
acid were used for all fermentations and they were conducted for 20 h. All experiments were
conducted in quadruplets.
Ave. Cell Weight
(g/L)
Ave. Polymer Yield
(mg/L)

5mM

10mM

15mM

20mM

25mM

6.21
+/- 0.14

6.88
+/- 0.17

6.09
+/- 0.19

7.14
+/- 0.15

7.12
+/- 0.15

261.00
+/- 12.03

364.00
+/- 13.98

276.00
+/- 8.29

298.50
+/- 7.89

254.50
+/- 8.96

5.29

4.53

4.19

3.57

45.5
+/- 0.6

28.0
+/- 0.4

34.5
+/- 0.5

50.0
+/- 0.2

% Ave. Polymer yield
(by Cell weight)
4.20
Ave. % Inc. of
bromoalkyl units
30.0
(NMR)
+/- 0.4
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2.3.4. Effect of N/C ratio
When using Pseudomonas oleovorans as cell factories for production of PHA the limitation
of the essential nutrient, nitrogen, induces the “stress” needed to trigger the accumulation of PHA
within the bacterial cells. The optimum N/C ratio for maximum polymer production w has been
reported by Du and Yu to be 0.26 (45). In this study, the main goal was to ascertain the effect of
N/C ratio on the incorporation of bromoalkyl units. As shown in table 2.9 and Fig. 2.2d, the percent
bromoalkyl incorporation for all N/C ratios did not vary much, ranging between 23.0 % to 25.5%.
Hence it was concluded that N/C ratio does not significantly affect the percent incorporation of
bromoalkyl units. The maximum polymer yield, 242.75 mg/L, was obtained when the N/C ratio
was 0.26. This supports the report of Du and Yu.

Table 2.9. Effect of N/C ratio on polymer yield and percent incorporation of bromoalkyl units,
equimolar ratios (total 40 mM) of sodium nonanoate and 11-bromoundecanoic acid were used
for all fermentations and they were conducted for 20 h. All experiments were conducted in
quadruplets
0.16
Ave. Cell Weight
(g/L)
Ave. Polymer Yield
(mg/L)

0.21

0.26

0.31

0.36

5.56
+/- 0.18

5.63
+/- 0.15

5.88
+/- 0.19

5.76
+/- 0.21

5.43
+/- 0.16

68.50
+/- 6.27

187.30
+/- 7.78

237.10
+/- 6.56

201.50
+/- 8.04

113.20
+/- 9.45

3.33

4.03

3.49

2.09

24.0
+/- 0.3

24.5
+/- 0.4

25.5
+/- 0.5

23.0
+/- 0.3

% Ave. Polymer yield
(by Cell weight)
1.23
Ave. % Inc. of
bromoalkyl units
25.5
(NMR)
+/- 0.4
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A

B

C

D

Figure 2.2. Graphical summary of fermentation experiments. A. Effect of time of harvest, B.
Effect of total molar conc. of carbon sources, C. Effect of acetate supplement, on polymer yield
and incorporation of bromoalkyl units, D. Effect of N/C ratio.
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2.3.4 Production PHA bearing terminal Alkyne functionality
Using the determined optimum growth conditions (harvest time - 20 h, total molar conc.
of carbon sources – 40 mM and molar conc. of acetate supplement – 10 mM). P. oleovorans was
grown on equimolar ratios of sodium nonanoate and 10-undecylenic acid to produce PHAs with
terminal alkyne functionalities, poly(3-hydroxynonanoate-co-3-hydroxy-10-undecynoate). The
average polymer yield obtained was 106 mg/L and a 50% incorporation of the pendant alkyne
group as determined by 1H NMR. The successful incorporation of the alkyne units as terminal side
chain functional groups in the PHA makes it a “click” readied precursor for the polymer analogous
conversion via click chemistry. One less step therefore is required in the chemical modification
process.

2.4 PHA purification
PHA produced by bacteria is stored in inclusion bodies within the cytoplasm of the bacteria
cells. Stress on the bacterial cells is increased during harvesting when the cells are centrifuged and
the culture media (natural environment) containing its requisite ingredients for growth are
removed. This leads to a rapid degradation of the stored PHA within the bacteria cells. To
overcome this, the process of harvesting must be carried out swiftly and at low temperatures.
Hence bacterial cells are centrifuged at 4oC. After collecting the biomass, it is washed several
times with deionized water to remove any leftover nutrients and immediately frozen at -80oC to
inactive the cells and ensure the stored PHA is not used by the cells. Subsequently, the bacteria
are lyophilized to obtain dry biomass. Both, the freezing and lyophilizing steps do not support cell
metabolism and polymer degradation hence the stored bio-polymer is preserved. Organic solvent
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extraction (using chlorinated solvents) allows for the lysing and extraction of the PHA from the
cells by breaking the cell membrane and the membrane around the inclusion bodies and dissolving
the bio-polymer. The filtrate solution is concentrated, and the polymer precipitated in cold stirring
methanol by the dropwise addition of the filtrate solution. Several dissolution and precipitation
steps of the PHA ensure the removal of all cell debris and the obtaining of a pure PHA
2.5 PHA Characterization
1

H NMR and FTIR analysis confirmed the bio-synthesis of PHNUBr and PHNUD

copolymers, which contained terminal bromine and alkyne groups, respectively, in their side
chains.

2.5.1. 1H NMR and FTIR Analysis
The expected characteristic proton chemical shift indicating the incorporation of the bromo
groups (–CH2Br) in the PHNUBr polymer is present at 3.41 ppm (93, 94), Fig. 2.3.a. The
integration ratio for the methylene group adjacent to the bromine group (peak g in Fig. 2.3, = 3.41
ppm) is 0.5. Given that the integration is based on the methine proton in the polymer backbone
(peak b in Fig. 2.3.a, = 5.18 ppm) it can be concluded that 25% of the side chains are terminated
by a bromo-group. As the H-NMR analysis here is based on all PHA biosynthesized, the analysis
shows 25% bromoalkyl incorporation instead of the 38.5% expected when using the 40mM total
carbon source concentration of equimolar molar C9Na/C11Br feed ratio. Previously biosynthesized
PHA (using sequential feeding technique) with less than 5% bromine incorporation were added to
the batch of PHA (synthesized using co-feeding technique) with 38.5% incorporation. This
accounts for the reduction in amount of side groups terminated with a bromo-group.
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FTIR analysis of the PHNUBr polymer shows the characteristic peaks (Fig. 2.3.b);
2956cm-1, 2930cm-1, 2859cm-1 (CH, CH2, CH3), 1732cm-1 (ester C=O), 1164cm-1 (ester C-O). The
1

H-NMR analysis of the PHNUD polymer shows the expected characteristic chemical shift of the

alkynyl proton, C≡C-H, at 1.95 ppm [2] (Fig. 2.4a). FTIR analysis shows characteristics peaks at;
3292cm-1 (alkyne, C≡C-H), 2932cm-1 and 2861cm-1 (CH, CH2, CH3), 1733cm-1(ester C=O),
1167cm-1 (ester C-O). (Fig. 2.4.b)

Biosynthesis

4

Pseudomonas oleovorans

5
PHNUBr

Biosynthesis
Pseudomonas oleovorans

4

4
PHNUD

Scheme 2.1. General biosynthesis scheme for the production of PHNUBr and PHNUD.

2.6 Conclusion
Two PHA copolymers, PHNUBr and PHNUD were biosynthesized using a co-feeding
technique producing PHAs with the terminal functional groups, bromo and alkyne, respectively.
Optimal conditions for polymer production and functional group incorporation were determined
by three bacteria growth and polymer production studies which led to sufficient yields and bromine
incorporation. These two polymers were selected as they lend themselves as precursors for
chemical modification studies via click chemistry. 1H NMR and FTIR characterization of the
polymers extracted show that pure polymers were obtained, and successful the desired terminal
functional group units were incorporated.
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Figure 2.3. A. 1H NMR spectrum of biosynthesized PHNUBr. B. FTIR spectrum of
biosynthesized PHNUBr.
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Figure 2.4. A. 1H NMR spectrum of biosynthesized PHNUD. B. FTIR spectrum of
biosynthesized PHNUD.
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CHAPTER 3

PHA Modification via Selected “Click” Chemistries
This chapter has been reproduced in part from:
S. Nkrumah-Agyeefi, C. Scholz, Chemical modification of functionalized polyhydroxyalkanoates
via “Click” chemistry: A proof of concept, International Journal of Biological Macromolecules.
95 (2017) 796-808.

3.1. Introduction.
As discussed in section 1.6, chemical modification of PHA biopolymers allows for the fine
tuning of their properties by creating specialized biopolymers carrying bio-relevant small
molecules for potential applications in emergent fields such as biomedicine, tissue engineering,
therapeutics etc. (47). Seeing that “click” methodologies have been used extensively as efficient
tools of ligation in various fields, it seemed promising and worthwhile to investigate the possibility
of using the selected click methodologies; copper (I) azide-alkyne cycloaddition, strain-promoted
azide alkyne cycloaddition, thiol-yne radical “click” reaction and thiol-halogen nucleophilic
substitution reaction, in the polymer analogous conversions of PHA biopolymers towards the
creation of a library of “click” derivatized PHA biopolymers .
To this end, two PHA biopolymers, PHNUBr and PHNUD, bearing terminal bromo and
alkyne functional moieties respectively, were biosynthesized via fermentation of Pseudomonas
oleovorans on mixed cultures of sodium nonanoate/11-bromoundecanoic acid and sodium
nonanoate/10-undecynoic acid. The bromo functional moiety incorporated into PHNUBr allows
for the easy and fast preparation of the biopolymer as a “click ready” precursor via SN2
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nucleophilic substitution with sodium azide. On the other hand, the strategy of having the alkyne
units as terminal side chain functional groups in the PHA through biosynthesis means one less step
is required as the alkyne functionalized PHA is “click-ready”. Several attempts were made using
the selected “click” ligation tools in the polymer analogous functionalization of the biopolymers
with small molecules. The various strategies attempted will be discussed, as well as the successes,
challenges and characterization of the derivatized biopolymers.

3.2. Experimental
3.2.1. Materials
Methyl

acrylate,

5-bromo-1-pentene

propargyl

benzoate,

methyl-2-azidoacetate,

cyclopentylacetylene, 4-azidobenzoic acid, 2,2’-azobis(isobutyronitrile) (AIBN), sodium
ascorbate, copper sulfate pentahydrate, N, N, diisoprpylethylamine (DIPEA), (1R,8S,9s)Bicyclo[6.1.0]non-4-yn-9-ylmethanol

(BCN-OH),

propargyl

p-toluenesulfonate,

bromotris(triphenylphosphine)copper(I), p-thiocresol, methyl-3-mercaptopropionate, methyl-4bromomethylbenzoate, 2,2-Dimethoxy-2-phenylacetophenone (DMPA) were purchased from
Millipore Sigma (St. Louis, MO) and used as is. 1-ethynylpyrene and 3-ethynylperylene were
purchased from Lumiprobe (Hunts Valley, MD). Chloroform, methylene chloride, N, N
dimethylformamide (DMF), tetrahydrofuran (THF), methanol, dimethylsulfoxide (DMSO),
toluene, diethyl ether, acetone were purchased from Fischer Scientific (Waltham, MA) and were
used as received unless otherwise indicated. mPEG-SH (2000), mPEG-SH (5000), cm-PEG-SH
(5000) were obtained from Layson Bio (Arab, AL) and used as received.
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3.2.2. Polymer-analogous conversion of poly (methylacrylate-co-5-bromopentane) mock polymer
Before carrying out polymer analogous conversions of PHA using CuAAC, the mock
copolymer, poly (methylacrylate-co-5-bromo-1-pentene) was synthesized via free radical
polymerization of methyl acrylate and 5-bromo-1-pentene and derivatizations via CuAAC with
the propargyl benzoate was studied to establish the overall feasibility of the reaction.

3.2.2.a.. Synthesis of mock polymer, poly (methylacrylate-co-5-bromo-1-pentene).
Equimolar ratios of methyl acrylate (0.0580 moles) and 5-bromo-1-pentene (0.0580) were
charged to a round bottom flask together with 30 mL THF solvent. AIBN (0.01% by weight of
monomers) was added and the reaction mixture stirred at 65oC for 24 h. THF was removed by
rotary evaporation and the product precipitated in stirred cold methanol. The polymer was redissolved and precipitated several more times. The polymer was dried until further use (Scheme
3.1).

AIBN

THF / 24 h / 65oC

Scheme 3.1. Synthesis (free radical polymerization) of mock polymer, poly (methylacrylate-co5-bromo-1-pentene).

3.2.2.b. Formation of azide-terminated copolymer by SN2 Nucleophilic Substitution of poly
(methylacrylate-co-5-bromo-1-pentene).
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For the substitution of the bromo groups, 400mg of the brominated copolymer was
dissolved in 50 mL DMF and 100 mg (0.00153 moles) of sodium azide was added; the solution
was stirred at room temperature (RT) for 24 h. DMF was removed by rotary evaporation at a
temperature of 45 oC under high vacuum. The polymer was dissolved in dichloromethane and
precipitated in stirred cold methanol. The product was dried until further use (Scheme 3.2)

NaN3
DMF / RT / 24 h

Scheme 3.2. Azide conversion of brominated co-polymer to “click ready” azido-copolymer

3.2.2.c. CuAAC of azido-copolymer, poly (methylacrylate-co-5-azido-1-pentene).
115.2 mg of the azido-copolymer was dissolved in 15 mL of THF. The alkyne reagent,
propargyl benzoate (0.00636 moles, 921.6 µL) was added to reaction. 1.25 mL CuSO4•5H2O (10
mM stock solution) and 2.5 mL sodium-L-ascorbate (20 mM stock solution) were added to the
reaction and allowed to proceed for 3 h at 45 oC with vigorous stirring. FTIR was used to monitor
and determine the completion of the reaction. The solvent was removed by rotary evaporation and
30 mL deionized water was used to wash off any remaining CuSO4 and sodium-L-ascorbate.
Petroleum ether (50 mL) was used to remove any remaining propargyl benzoate. The “click”
product was dissolved in dichloromethane and precipitated in vigorously stirred methanol and
characterized by FTIR and NMR spectroscopy.
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Propargyl benzoate

CuSO4.5H2O / Na Ascorbate
THF / 45oC / 3h

Scheme 3.3. CuAAC reaction of azido-copolymer selected terminal alkyne; propargyl benzoate.

3.2.3. Polymer Analogous Conversions of PHAs
3.2.3.a. SN2 Substitution of brominated PHA.
Azido-PHAs were prepared by the substitution of the bromo groups on PHNUBr, a mole
ratio of 1:3 PHNUBr: Sodium azide was used for all substitution reactions following the procedure
described in section 3.2.2.b. Briefly, the reactions were carried out in 60 mL DMF at room
temperature for 24 h. DMF was removed by rotary evaporation at a temperature of 45 oC under
high vacuum. The polymer was dissolved in dichloromethane and precipitated in stirred cold
methanol. The reaction product was analyzed by FTIR and 1H NMR analysis (Scheme 3.4).
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NaN3
4

5

5

4
DMF
RT
24 h

Azido-PHA
3

Brominated PHA
Scheme. 3.4. Preparation of “click ready” Azido-PHA by SN2 substitution of brominated PHA

3.2.3.b. CuAAC of azido-PHA.
Representatively, azido-PHA (0.0000336 moles of azido moieties) and the alkyne reagent,
propargyl benzoate (0.000269 moles, 389 µL) were reacted in 1:8 azide: alkyne mol ratio. The
azido PHA was dissolved in 15 mL of THF. The alkyne reagent, propargyl benzoate was added to
the solution together with 1.25 mL CuSO4•5H2O (10 mM stock solution) and 2.5 mL sodium-Lascorbate (20 mM stock solution). The reaction proceeded for 3 h at 45 oC with vigorous stirring.
FTIR was used to monitor the reaction and determine the completion of the reaction using the
disappearance of the azide signal at 2093.5 cm-1. The solvent was removed by rotary evaporation
and 30 mL deionized water was used to wash off any remaining CuSO4 and sodium-L-ascorbate.
Petroleum ether (50 mL) was used to remove any remaining propargyl benzoate. The “click”
product was dissolved in dichloromethane and precipitated in vigorously stirred cold methanol and
characterized by FTIR and NMR spectroscopy. Table 3.1 summarizes the various CuAAC
reactions carried out using the azido-PHA with the other selected small molecules (scheme 3.5).
CuAAC reactions performed under microwave irradiation were carried out with the same
azide: alkyne mol ratio as described earlier and either a. 1/2-inch Cu wire or b. Cu
wire/CuSO4.5H20 (1.25 mL) as catalyst. The reactions were irradiated for 5 min after which
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products were isolated by precipitating in vigorously stirred cold methanol and characterized using
FTIR and NMR spectroscopy.

a
4

4

5

5
Triazole Product

1. CuSO4 .5H2 O / Na Ascorbate
THF / 45o C / 3 h

Azido-PHA

2. CuBr(PPh 3 )3 / DiPEA
THF / 45O C / 12 h

b

c

d

e

f

Scheme 3.5. General CuAAC reaction scheme of PHNUBr with terminal alkynes. a. Propargyl
benzoate. b. propargyl acetate. c. Cyclopentylacetylene. d. Propargyl p-toluenesulfonate. e. 3ethynylperylene. f. 1-ethynylpyrene

3.2.3.c. CuAAC of terminal alkyne PHA.
Representatively, alkyne-PHA (PHNUD) (0.0001445 moles of alkyne moieties) and
methyl-2-azidoacetate (0.001156 moles) in a 1:8 alkyne: azide mole ratio, were dissolved in 15
mL THF. CuBr(PPh3)3 (53 mg, 0.05 mmol) and N, N-diisopropylethylamine (DIPEA) (163.3 µL,
1.7 mmol) were added. The reaction mixture was stirred at 45oC overnight. FTIR was used to
determine the completion of the reaction using the disappearance of the alkyne (C≡C-H) signal at
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3292 cm-1. The reaction mixture was concentrated by rotary evaporation and the product
precipitated in vigorously stirred cold methanol and characterized by FTIR and NMR spectroscopy
(scheme 3.6).

4

a
4

4

4
Triazole Product
1. CuBr(PPh3)3 / DiPEA
THF / 45OC / 12 h

PHNUD

2. CuSO4.5H2O / Na Ascorbate
THF / 45oC / 3 h

c

b

Scheme 3.6. General CuAAC reaction scheme of PHNUD with selected azides. a. methyl-2azidoacetate. b. 4-azidobenzoic acid. c. propargyl p-toluenesulfonate.

3.2.3.d. Strain promoted azide-alkyne cycloaddition (SPAAC) reaction of azido-PHA with BCNOH.
60 mg of the azido-PHA (0.0879 mmol) was dissolved in 10 mL THF solution for the strain
promoted azide-alkyne cycloaddition polymer analogous conversion. The alkyne precursor,
(1R,8S,9s)-Bicyclo[6.1.0]non-4-yn-9-ylmethanol (BCN-OH) (15 mg, 0.0998 mmol) was added
and the reaction allowed to proceed with vigorous stirring at room temperature for 12 h. The
completion of reaction was verified by FTIR, monitoring the disappearance of the band at 2093.5
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cm-1. The product was isolated by precipitating in vigorously, stirring cold methanol and analyzed
by FTIR and NMR spectroscopy (scheme 3.7).

BCN-OH
4

4

5

3

Azido-PHA

5

THF
RT
24 h
Triazole Product

Scheme 3.7. SPAAC reaction scheme

3.2.3.e. Thiol-yne click reactions of terminal alkyne PHA
Representatively, a 1:1 mol ratio of PHNUD: thiol was dissolved in appropriate amount of
solvent, DMF or THF (5 mL – 10 mL). Three different reaction setups were investigated; 1.
Catalyst free 2. Photoinitiation and 3. Thermal initiation, as shown in scheme 3.8. For both
photoinitiated and thermal initiated reactions, a 1:1 or 1:3 mole ratio of alkyne moieties to thiol
molecule was used. 2, 2-Dimethoxy-2-phenylacetophenone (DMPA) was used as the initiator in
the reactions requiring photoinitiation whereas 2,2’-azobis(isobutyronitrile) (AIBN) was used in
reactions requiring thermal initiation. All reactions were purged and carried out under argon to
prevent the oxidation of the thiol molecule to a disulfide. Products were isolated by precipitating
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in vigorously stirred methanol or another appropriate non-solvent and analyzed by NMR
spectroscopy (scheme 3.8).
a

4
4

4

4
1. Catalyst Free / 30OC / THF
2. Photoinitiator (DMPA) / hv-365nm
3. AIBN / 80o C / DMF

PHA-alkyne

b

Thiol-yne product

c

Scheme 3.8. General reaction scheme of thiol-yne click reaction between PHNUD and a. pthiocresol, b. methyl-3-mercaptopropionate c. mPEG-SH (5000).

3.2.3.f. Thiol-halogen nucleophilic substitution reactions of brominated PHA
Equimolar ratios of PHNUBr and thiol were dissolved in 5 mL DMF (other solvents used were
THF, CCl4 and DCM, see table 3.6). The reaction mixtures were purged with argon for 5 min and
stirred at room temperature for 24 h. Solvents were removed by rotary evaporation and the product
isolated by precipitating into vigorously stirring methanol and analyzed by NMR spectroscopy
(scheme 3.9).
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a
4

4

5

5

ET3N / DMF / 24hr
Inert Conditions

c

b.

e

d

Scheme 3.9. General thiol-halogen “click” reaction scheme of PHNUBr with a. p-thiocresol,
b. 2-naphthalenethiol c. methyl-3-mercaptopropionate, d. mPEG-SH, e. cm-PEG-SH.

3.2.4. Polymer Characterization
1

H,

13

C and COSY NMR spectra of the reaction products were recorded in CDCl3 using a 500

MHz Varian INOVA Spectrometer. MestreNova 11.0 software was used for processing and
analyzing the spectra collected. FTIR spectra were collected using the Perkin Elmer FTIR
Spectrometer Spectrum 2. Samples were placed on the diamond ATR crystal and the pressure
clamp turned to its slip-clutch limit to achieve maximum pressure. A total accumulation of 8 scans
were performed from 500 cm-1 to 4000 cm-1 to obtain the ATR spectra.
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3.3. Results and Discussion.

PHA–Br
+ NaN3

CuAAC

PHA-N3

Thiol-Halogen “Click” Rxn

SPAAC
Propargyl Benzoate
(0%-100%)

Propargyl Acetate
(12% -44%)

p-thiocresol
(0% - 100%)

BCN-OH
(60%)

Methyl-3-mercaptopropionate
(0%-44%)

2-naphthalenethiol
(86%)

mPEG-SH

cm-PEG-SH
(0%)

(0%)

Figure 3.1. Roadmap of various “Click” reactions carried out using PHA-Br as the starting
polymer and the degree of conversion obtained with various small molecules.
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PHA–C≡C

CuAAC

Thiol-yne Click Rxn

p-thiocresol
(0%-100%)

Methyl-2-azidoacetate
(0%-72%)

4-Azidobenzoic Acid
(0%)

Methyl-3mercaptopropionate
(0% / Gel formation)

Methyl-4-azidomethylbenzoate
(0%-63.3%)
m-PEG-SH
(0%)

Figure 3.2. Roadmap of various “Click” reactions carried out using PHA-C≡C as the starting
polymer and the degree of conversion obtained with various small molecules
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3.3.1 Polymer analogous conversions of PHA biopolymers (PHNUBr and PHNUD)
3.3.1.a Model reaction with mock polymer poly (methylacrylate-co-5-azido-1-pentene).
As discussed earlier, the goal of the study was to create a library of “click” functionalized
PHAs for which novel applications can be envisioned. In addition, the feasibility of the use of the
selected “click” chemistries in achieving this goal (PHA chemical modifications) will be
established expanding the wide reach of “click” methodologies in this area. To prepare PHA as a
“click” ready precursor bearing an azide functionality for chemical modifications, S N2
Nucleophilic Substitution was chosen as it is one of the most direct ways to achieve
interconversion of functional groups. Developing a reaction scheme based on the SN2 substitution
requires a consideration of the following; the solvation of the reactants and products, the strength
of the nucleophile to be used, the availability and destabilization of the electrophilic carbon atom
and the transition state. Seeing that carbon-bromine bonds are easily polarized, due to the
electronegativity of the bromine atom, forming a relatively stable leaving group as a bromide ion,
PHAs bearing terminal bromine functional groups on their pendant chains afford the possibility of
being easily transformed via SN2 Nucleophilic Substitution to obtain the “click ready” azido-PHA.
Before carrying out the derivatizations on the PHA via CuAAC, model polymer analogous
conversions were performed on the synthesized mock polymer poly (methylacrylate-co-5-azido1-pentene). This prevented the unnecessary waste of PHNUBr which are obtained through laborintensive means. The mock polymer was produced as described in section 3.2.2.a. in a yield of
48.03%. 1H NMR analysis showed the successful synthesis of the mock polymer
and the interconversion of its bromine functional group to the azide functional group (see Figs. 3.3
and 3.4). The spectra show the expected characteristic upfield shift due to the interconversion of
the bromine functional group (peak e in fig.3.3, = 3.31 ppm) to the azide group (peak e in fig 3.4,
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= 3.19 ppm). Given that the integration is based on the methine proton (peak B in Fig. 3.3, =
2.24 ppm) in the backbone of the polymer, it was concluded that the mock polymer contained 18%
terminal bromo side chains. After the interconversion, the “click ready” mock polymer contains
approximately 16% azide moieties which is enough to carry out the model CuAAC reaction.

Figure 3.3. 1H NMR spectrum of mock polymer, poly (methylacrylate-co-5-bromo-1-pentene)
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Figure 3.3. 1H NMR spectrum of mock polymer, poly (methylacrylate-co-5-azido-1-pentene)
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As a mock polymer of the azido-PHA, poly (methyl-5-azido-1 pentene) was reacted with
propargyl benzoate. The reaction was observed to be complete within 3 h as its progress was
monitored periodically using FTIR analysis of samples of the reaction mixture using the
disappearance of the azide signal at 2096 cm-1. 1H NMR analysis of the product showed the
disappearance of the azide peak at 3.19 ppm (Fig 3.5) and the appearance of the expected
characteristic proton chemical shift corresponding to the triazoline proton at 7.78 ppm (Fig. 3.5).
Moreover, the methylene group adjacent to the newly formed triazole-ring (peak e in Fig. 3.5) has
a chemical shift of = 4.33 ppm, a downfield shift from its previous position (= 3.19 ppm) in the
azido-mock polymer. Both chemical shifts (peak e = 4.33 ppm and peak i = 5.49 ppm) have an
integration of 0.14 indicating an approximate 44% of the repeat units bearing terminal azido
moieties were coupled with propargyl benzoate. The 56% of the azide which did not react,
however, do not exist as terminal moieties on the polymer anymore as the spectrum shows
complete disappearance of the azide peak at 3.19 ppm (compare Figs. 3.4 and 3.5). This is a
common observation in this reaction, see discussion in section 3.3.1.b.ii.
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Figure 3.5. 1H NMR spectrum of triazole product showing the attachment of propargyl benzoate
to the mock polymer through the triazole linkage.
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3.3.1.b. CuAAC modifications of PHA biopolymers
3.3.1.b.i. SN2 Substitution of brominated PHA.
The promising results obtained from the model CuAAC reaction of the azide-mock
polymer with propargyl benzoate encouraged the further study of the feasibility of using this type
of “click” reaction in obtaining PHA derivatives by attaching small molecule terminal alkynes. As
done in the model reaction, the PHNUBr needed to be prepared as a “click ready” precursor for
the CuAAC reactions. The same protocol used for the interconversion of terminal bromine groups
in the mock polymer to azide groups was used to transform the brominated PHA into an azide
bearing PHA with a yield of 96.7% (scheme 3.4). with the terminal azide moieties been reactive
sites for the CuAAC functionalization. FTIR (Fig. 3.6) and 1H NMR (Fig. 3.7) analyses of the
PHA product after the SN2 Nucleophilic Substitution reaction had been carried out showed the
complete and successful conversion of the bromine groups to the azide functional group. The
expected characteristic azide (N3) peak at 2093.5 cm-1 which is not present in the FTIR spectrum
of the brominated PHA is present in the FTIR spectrum of the azido-PHA (see Fig. 3.6). Further
confirmation is given by the 1H NMR analysis (Fig. 3.6) which shows an upfield shift of the signal
that corresponded to the methylene groups adjacent the bromo group (peak g in Fig. 2.2, = 3.41
ppm) to =3.28 ppm, peak g in Fig. 3.6, (–CH2N3). The terminal azide moieties were used as
reactive sites for the subsequent CuAAC reactions towards derivatizations.
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Figure 3.6. FTIR spectra of PHNUBr (solid line) and azido-PHA (dotted line) showing the
appearance of the azide peak (2093.5 cm-1) after interconversion.

Figure 3.7. 1H NMR spectrum of azido-PHA.
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3.3.1.b.ii. Copper catalyzed azide-alkyne cycloaddition with PHNUBr.
CuAAC reactions were carried out with Propargyl benzoate to provide proof-of-concept
for “clicking” small molecules to PHA (Scheme 3.5). A modified version of the reaction procedure
reported by Rostovtsev et al. (66) using CuSO4•5H2O and sodium ascorbate was used. The reaction
showed an average yield of 78.2% (Table 3.1, entry 1) which is typical for “click” chemistry. The
reactions were monitored by FTIR and after the disappearance of the azide peak at 2093.5 cm -1
they were stopped (3 h). FTIR analysis (Fig. 3.8) on the “click” product shows the disappearance
of the azide peak at 2093.5 cm-1 and the characteristic peaks corresponding to the phenyl ring of
the attached propargyl benzoate at 712 cm-1 and 750 cm-1. Typically, C-H stretches fall within the
3200 cm-1 – 2800 cm-1 range with unsaturated C-H stretches falling above 3000 cm-1 and saturated
C-H stretches falling below 3000 cm-1. The unsaturated C-H stretches of the benzene ring is present
at 3005 cm-1 in the spectrum of the triazole product (Fig. 3.8). In addition, a new signal
corresponding to the aromatic ring C-H in-plane bending is seen at 1677 cm-1. Generally, these
have weak to medium intensity as seen in the spectrum. Lastly, out-of-plane aromatic C-H bends
typically fall between 1000 cm-1 and 700 cm-1 and have strong intensities. In the spectrum of the
triazole product, these peaks are present at 750 cm -1 and 712 cm-1.
The 1H NMR analysis (Fig. 3.9) shows not only the disappearance of the signal for the
methylene protons adjacent to the azide group (–CH2N3) at 3.28 ppm but also a characteristic
signal for the triazole proton at 7.73 ppm (118, 119), (peak h in Fig. 3.9). Moreover, the PHA
methylene group adjacent to the newly formed triazole-ring (peak g in Fig. 3.9) has a chemical
shift of = 4.33 ppm. The methylene protons of the propargyl benzoate (-CH2-O-CO-, peak i in
Fig. 3.9, = 5.44 ppm) have again an integration value of 0.50, indicating the complete coupling
of the propargyl benzoate to the azide side groups in the PHA, compare Fig. 3.7 and 3.9.
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Copper catalysts, other than the traditional CuSO4/Na Ascorbate, such as CuBr(PPh3)3,
[Cu(L1)ClO4]ClO4, [Cu(L2)ClO4]ClO4], [Cu(L3)ClO4]ClO4 (L = Ligand, see Fig. 3.10 for these
Cu(I) and Cu(II) salts. The Cu(II) salts bearing ligands, L1. L2 and L3 were synthesized by Bruce
Pella and Nirupama Singh - Dr. A. Mukherjee group at UAH) were tested as well. The organosoluble catalyst CuBr(PPh3)3 used together with the diisopropylethylamine (DIPEA) base was
unsuccessful in yielding the expected cycloadducts. Despite varying the reaction times, propargyl
benzoate could not be attached via the triazole linkage to the PHA. However, [Cu(L1)ClO4]ClO4,
[Cu(L2)ClO4]ClO4] and [Cu(L3)ClO4]ClO4, on the other hand were able to catalyze the ligation of
propargyl benzoate to the PHA azido side chains. All three catalysts were used together with the
reducing agent sodium ascorbate to generate the Cu(I) species, necessary for the catalysis of the
reaction, in-situ. Approximately 70% of the azido side chains in the PHA were coupled with the
small molecule when the [Cu(L2)ClO4]ClO4]/Na Ascorbate catalyst system was used (Fig. 3.11.
Table 3.1, entry 2)). This was the highest coupling yield amongst the three BPMEN-based Cu(II)
catalysts. Approximately 64% and 20% coupling were achieved with the [Cu(L1)ClO4]ClO4 (Fig.
3.12) and [Cu(L3)ClO4]ClO4 (Fig. 3.13) respectively (Table 3.1 entries 3 and 4). None of the
BPMEN-based catalysts reached the coupling efficiency of the CuSO4/Na Ascorbate (100%
coupling of propargyl benzoate)
Though complete couplings were not achieved with the BPMEN-based catalysts, it shows
their potential in being used to design catalyst systems which can be optimized for CuAAC
reactions involving PHA polymers. Nitrogen-based ligands have been reported in the literature to
effectively protect the copper center against oxidation while keeping it highly active (125). Of the
three BPMEN-based catalysts, [Cu(L2)ClO4]ClO4] and [Cu(L3)ClO4]ClO4 are novel, adding to
the growing list of copper catalysts capable of driving the cycloaddition reaction towards triazole
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formation. It is worth noting that the failure of the CuBr(PPh3)3/DIPEA catalyst system to catalyze
the coupling of the propargyl benzoate to the PHA biopolymer shows catalyst systems are not
universal in PHA conversions.
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Figure 3.8. FTIR spectra of azido-PHA (dotted line) and the product of the CuAAC reaction with
propargyl benzoate (solid line) showing the disappearance of the azide peak in the product.
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Figure 3.9. 1H NMR spectrum of “click” triazole product with Propargyl benzoate using
CuSO4/Na Ascorbate catalyst system. (Table 3.1, entry 1). Compare with the 1H NMR spectrum
of the azido-PHA in Fig. 3.7.
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Figure 3.10. Structures of copper catalyst used in CuAAC reaction. 1.
Bromotris(triphenylphosphine)copper(I) 2. [Cu(L1)ClO4]ClO4, L1 = N,N’-Dimethyl-N,N’-bis(pyridine-2-ylmethyl)-1,2-diaminoethane. 3. [Cu(L2)ClO4]ClO4, L2 =. N,N’-Dimethyl-N,N’-bis(3,4-dimethoxypyridine-2-ylmethyl)-1,2-diaminoethane. 4. [Cu(L3)ClO4]ClO4, L3 = [(-)-2-(((S)2-((S)-1-(pyridine-2-yl)pyrrolidin-1-yl)methyl)pyridine].
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Figure 3.11. 1H NMR spectrum of “click” triazole product with Propargyl benzoate using
[Cu(L2)ClO4]ClO4] (shown in inset) /Na Ascorbate catalyst system.(Table 3.1, entry 2)
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Figure 3.12. 1H NMR spectrum of “click” triazole product with Propargyl benzoate using the
[Cu(L1)ClO4]ClO4 /Na Ascorbate catalyst system. (Table 3.1, entry 3)
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Figure 3.13. 1H NMR spectrum of “click” triazole product with Propargyl benzoate using the
[Cu(L3)ClO4]ClO4/Na Ascorbate catalyst system. (Table 3.1, entry 4)
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The CuSO4/Na Ascorbate catalyst system, did not produce good coupling yields (32%. See
Fig. 3.15. Table 3.1 entry 8) when propargyl acetate, was used for the CuAAC reaction. An attempt
to enhance the stability of the Cu (I) species in solution by the addition of the base, DIPEA, was
not successful. Hein and Fokin have reported that under microwave conditions, the CuAAC
reaction time is greatly reduced to minutes and the Cu (I) species required for catalysis can be
readily supplied by Cu wire (65). Following the inability of the CuSO4/Na Ascorbate to yield as
high coupling of the propargyl acetate to the biopolymer as it did with propargyl benzoate and the
failure of the CuBr(PPh3)3 / DIPEA catalyst system to yield any coupling at all, attention was
turned to the microwave assisted means of achieving the expected triazole products of the CuAAC
reaction. The Cu wire by itself under microwave irradiation did not yield any coupling (Table 3.1,
entry 14), therefore different catalyst systems were also tested under microwave irradiation.
Comproportionation of Cu(II) salts in the presence of Cu wire can also furnish the Cu(I) active
species required for the catalysis of the click reaction (65), hence a Cu wire/CuSO4/Na Ascorbate
catalyst system was used, however the expected cycloadducts were not formed (Table 3. Entry
15).
Despite the lack of formation of the expected cycloadducts, it was observed that, the
terminal azido groups on the biopolymer were lost during the reactions (Table 3.1, entries 11, 14
and 15. Fig. 3.18B). At almost all instances where the small molecule alkyne was not coupled to
the biopolymer, most if not all the azide groups were lost even under inert conditions. It was
hypothesized that the azide moieties may convert into N2 gas or undergo the well-known
Staudinger reduction in the presence of phenylphospine (PPh3) (when the CuBr(PPh3)3 catalyst is
used) to form an amine. The 1H NMR analysis of the products, in this instance, should show the
presence of the respective amine (-CH2-NH2, δ= 2.65ppm). Another hypothesis is the formation
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of a nitrene intermediate. Thermal decomposition of most alkyl azides are known to produce
nitrene intermediates with short lifetimes (only several microseconds) (126). They preferentially
undergo stabilization via isomerization to form imines and hydrogen abstraction from neighboring
molecules to form primary amines (126, 127, 128). To test the stability of the terminal azido group,
the azido-PHA was stirred in THF at (i). Room temperature and (ii) 45oC (typical reaction
temperature), under inert conditions for 24h. The 1H NMR analysis shows the persistence of 100%
of the azide moieties (Table 3.1, entries 33 and 34). These results ruled out any possibility of azide
degradation due to solvent influences. However, when the same experiment was setup with the
addition of the copper catalyst, CuSO4, almost all the azide moieties were lost (88%, table 3.1,
entry 35. Fig. 3.19c). The 1H NMR also shows a corresponding increase in the integration of the
terminal methyl protons of the PHA side chains (Fig.3.19c). This indicates that the azide group
gets eliminated in the presence of the Cu-catalyst. It seems the Cu(I) active species generated in
situ here may be playing a role in the loss of the azide moieties. At this point no conclusive
explanation and mechanism is available. All the other attempted CuAAC reactions carried out
towards the derivatization of the PHNUBr are summarized in Table 3.1. The various reaction
conditions, catalyst systems, product yields and comments regarding success or unsuccessful
attachment (percent coupling) of the various small molecule terminal alkynes to the biopolymer
are included. (See Fig. 3.14)
The BPMEN-based catalyst [Cu(L1)ClO4]ClO4 yielded an improved conversion of 44%
coupling of propargyl acetate to the biopolymer when used together with the reducing agent Na
Ascorbate (Table 3.1, entry 17. Figs. 3.17 and 3.18A).
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A

B

Figure 3.14. Degree of conversion and formation of triazole in CuAAC with A. propargyl
benzoate and B. propargyl acetate using various catalyst systems.
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Table 3.1. Summary of CuAAC reactions of brominated PHA (PHNUBr)

Entry

1.

Alkyne
(small
molecule)
Prop.
benzoate

Catalyst system /
Solvent

Time
(h)

Temp
(oC)

Ave. %
Yield

Comments

CuSO4.5H2O / Na
Ascorbate
THF
[Cu(L2)ClO4]ClO4 /
Na Ascorbate
THF

3

45

78.2

1

24

45

78.9

2.

Prop.
benzoate

3.

Prop.
benzoate

[Cu(L1)ClO4]ClO4/
Na Ascorbate
THF

24

45

83.5

4.

Prop.
benzoate

[Cu(L3)ClO4]ClO4/
Na Ascorbate
THF

24

45

81.1

5

Prop.
benzoate

CuBr(PPh3)3 /
DIPEA
THF

12

45

77.3

6

Prop.
benzoate

CuBr(PPh3)3 /
DIPEA
(Inert conditions)
THF

72

45

86.0

7

Prop.
benzoate

CuBr(PPh3)3 /
DIPEA
THF

5
min

Micro
wave
Assiste
d

88.2

8

Prop.
Acetate

CuSO4.5H2O / Na
Ascorbate
THF

3

45

74.1

9

Prop.
Acetate

CuBr(PPh3)3 /
DIPEA
THF

12

45

73.6

81

H NMR analysis shows
100% coupling of PHA-N3
(see Fig. 3.9)
1
H NMR analysis shows
approximately 70% coupling
of azido side chains on PHA.
(see Fig. 3.11)
1
H NMR analysis shows
approximately 60% coupling
of azido side chains on PHA.
(see Fig. 3.12).
1
H NMR analysis shows
approximately 20% coupling
of azido side chain on PHA.
(See fig. 3.13)
Complete loss of Azido
moieties in PHA, however
alkyne is not coupled as no
triazole linkage is formed
1
H NMR analysis shows a
32% loss of azido moieties;
however, alkyne is not
coupled to PHA as there is no
evidence of triazole linkage
formation.
Triazole linkage confirming
coupling of alkyne not
present in 1H NMR. 100%
loss of azido moieties in
PHA.
1
H NMR analysis shows 32%
coupling of the azido side
chains in the PHA with
alkyne (See Fig.3.15)
1
H NMR and 13C-NMR
analysis shows complete loss
of azido moieties however

10

Prop.
Acetate

11

Prop.
Acetate

12

Prop.
Acetate

13

alkyne was not coupled to the
PHA. See Figs. 3.16 and
3.18B
Loss of all azido moieties in
PHA. Expected triazole
product was not formed.

CuBr(PPh3)3 /
DIPEA
THF
Inert Conditions
CuSO4.5H2O / Na
Ascorbate
THF / DIPEA
Inert Conditions
CuBr(PPh3)3 /
DIPEA
THF

12

45

55.4

12

45

69.1

Loss of 28% of azide
moieties on PHA. Expected
triazole product not formed.

5 min

77.5

Triazole product not formed.
Loss of all azido moieties on
PHA.

Prop.
Acetate

CuSO4/ Na
Ascorbate
THF

5 min

78.2

Triazole product not formed.
Loss of all azido moieties on
PHA

14

Prop.
Acetate

Cu Wire
THF

5 min

86.5

15

Prop.
Acetate

Cu wire / CuSO4/
Na Ascorbate
THF

5 min

Loss of 94% of azido
moieties on PHA, however no
evidence of expected triazole
product.
Loss of 82% of azido
moieties on, however triazole
product was not formed.

16

Prop.
Acetate

[Cu(L2)ClO4]ClO4
/ Na Ascorbate
THF

24

Micro
wave
Assiste
d
Micro
wave
Assiste
d
Micro
wave
Assiste
d
Micro
wave
Assiste
d
45

17

Prop.
Acetate

[Cu(L1)ClO4]ClO4
/ Na Ascorbate
THF

24

45

78.3

18

1ethynylpyr
ene
1ethynylpyr
ene

CuBr(PPh3)3 /
DIPEA
THF
CuSO4/ Na
Ascorbate
THF

3

45

82.5

5

45

72.1

19

82

85.7

82.1

1

H NMR analysis shows 12%
of azido side chains were
coupled with alkyne. The rest
of the azido moieties are still
present.
1
H NMR analysis shows 44%
of terminal azido side chains
coupled with the small
molecule (See Figs.3.17 and
3.18A)
No reaction.

Loss of 54% of azido
moieties however expected
product was not formed.

20

1ethynylpyr
ene

CuSO4/ Na
Ascorbate
DMF

5

45

81.2

21

1ethynylpyr
ene

24

45

79.3

22

3ethynylper
ylene

[Cu(L1)ClO4]ClO4
/ Na Ascorbate
THF
Inert Conditions
CuSO4/ Na
Ascorbate
THF

12

45

74.9

23

3ethynylper
ylene

CuSO4/ Na
Ascorbate
DMF

12

45

57.4

24

Cyclopenty
lacetylene

48

45

83.1

25

Cyclopenty
lacetylene

CuSO4/ Na
Ascorbate
THF
CuBr(PPh3)3/
DIPEA
THF

48

45

77.6

26

Cyclopenty
lacetylene

24

45

79.5

27

Cyclopenty
lacetylene

24

Rm
Temp.

83.0

28

Cyclopenty
lacetylene

CuBr(PPh3)3/
DIPEA
Inert Condition
THF
CuBr(PPh3)3/
DIPEA
Inert Condition
THF
CuBr(PPh3)3/
DIPEA
Na Ascorbate
THF
Inert Conditions

24

45

68.3

83

Loss of 82% of azido
moieties on PHA however
expected triazole was not
formed.
Loss of 26% of azido
moieties on PHA however the
alkyne (dye) was not coupled
to the PHA.
IR analysis after 12 h showed
azide persisting. The
CuBr(PPh3)3/DIPEA catalyst
was added to the reaction
mixture and allowed to run
for another 12hrs. 100% of
azide still present. Reaction
did not occur.
1
H NMR analysis shows
complete loss of azido
moieties on PHA however
triazole product was not
formed.
No reaction. Azido moieties
still present on PHA.
1

H NMR analysis shows
complete loss of azido
moieties on the PHA however
triazole formation was not
observed.
Complete loss of azide
moieties on biopolymer
however no triazole product
was formed
Expected triazole product was
not formed despite the loss of
all azide moieties on PHA
Expected triazole product was
not formed despite a 78% loss
of azido moieties on PHA

29

Cyclopenty
lacetylene

CuSO4/ Na
Ascorbate
DIPEA
THF
Inert Conditions

24

45

61.6

61.6% of azide moieties on
biopolymer were lost
however expected triazole
product was not formed.

30

Propargylp-toluene
sulfonate

3

45

61.7

31

Propargylp-toluene
sulfonate

12

45

72.6

Loss of all azido moieties on
PHA however expected
triazole product was not
formed
Expected triazole product not
formed.

32

Propargylp-toluene
sulfonate

12

45

68.9

Complete loss azido moieties
on PHA however expected
triazole product not formed

33

None

CuSO4/ Na
Ascorbate
THF
Inert Conditions
CuBr(PPh3)3/
DIPEA
THF
Inert Conditions
CuSO4/ Na
Ascorbate
DMF
Inert Conditions
THF
Inert Conditions

24

Rm
Temp.

100.0

All azide moieties on PHA
still present. (See Fig. 3.18a)

34

None

THF
Inert Conditions

24

45

100.0

35

None

24

45

95.0

36

Propargyl
Acetate

CuSO4/Na
Ascorbate
THF
Inert Conditions
[Cu(L3)ClO4]ClO4/
Na Ascorbate
THF

100% of the azide moieties
on the PHA present. (See Fig.
3.18b)
88% loss of azide moieties on
PHA. (See Fig. 3.18c)

24

45

84.3

84

86% of azide moieties persist,
however triazole product not
formed.
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Figure 3.15. 1H NMR spectrum of “click” triazole product with Propargyl acetate using the
CuSO4.5H2O/Na Ascorbate catalyst system (Table 3.1, entry 8. Degree of coupling, 32%)
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Azide peak (3.28 ppm)
not present

Figure 3.16. 1H NMR spectrum of CuAAC reaction with propargyl acetate using CuBr(PPh3)3 /
DIPEA (Table 3.1, entry 9) showing loss of Azide moieties on PHA (0% coupling). Compare
Figures 3.7 and 3.15.
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Figure 3.17. 1H NMR spectrum of CuAAC reaction with propargyl acetate using
[Cu(L1)ClO4]ClO4 / Na Ascorbate. (Table 3.1, entry 17. 44% coupling)
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c
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d

e

R-CH2-N3

Figure 3.18. 13C-NMR spectra of A. Triazole product of CuAAC reaction of Azido-PHA and
propargyl acetate using [Cu(L1)ClO4]ClO4 / Na Ascorbate. (Table 3.1, entry 17) showing carbon
atoms of triazole ring. B. CuAAC reaction of azido-PHA and propargyl acetate using
CuBr(PPh3)3 / DIPEA (Table 3.1, entry 9) showing loss of azide moieties. C. Azido-PHA.

88

A

THF

B

C

Figure 3.19. H NMR spectra of A. Azido-PHA stirred in THF at room temp for 24hrs (Table 3.1,
entry 33). B. Azido-PHA stirred in THF at 45oC for 24hrs (Table 3.1, entry 34) and C. AzidoPHA and CuSO4 catalyst stirred in THF at 45oC for 24hrs (Table 3.1, entry 35)
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3.3.1.b.iii. Copper catalyzed azide-alkyne cycloaddition with PHNUD
Another “click” chemistry strategy was tested by reversing the functional groups, i.e. the
alkyne units were present as terminal side chain functional groups in the PHA, (PHNUD).
Derivatizations of these alkyne groups with small molecules bearing an azide moiety were tested
(Scheme 3.6). A total of three azido containing compounds (methyl-2-azidoacetate, 4azidobenzoic acid and methyl-4-aziomethylbenzoate) were tested
The CuSO4/Na Ascorbate catalyst system did not yield the triazole products when the
cycloaddition was performed using the methyl-2-azidoacetate. When the organo-soluble copper
catalyst CuBr(PPh3)3 and DIPEA as base was used in THF as solvent according to a general
procedure reported by Malkoch et al. (124), a yield of 65.4% and 72% coupling of the PHA with
the methyl-2-azidoacetate was obtained. Successful product formation was confirmed by NMR
and FTIR spectroscopy. The disappearance of the alkynyl C≡C-H bond stretch at 3292 cm-1 in the
FTIR (Fig. 3.21a) of the click product and the absence of its corresponding proton chemical shift
at δ=1.95 ppm in its 1H NMR spectrum (Fig. 3.21b) were observed. The expected signal for the
single proton on the triazole ring (C=C-H, peak h in Fig. 10, δ = 7.47 ppm) indicated successful
“clicking” of the small molecule to the polymer via a triazole linkage. The reaction was repeated
in DMF and DMSO, both polar aprotic solvents, however, though terminal alkyne groups on the
biopolymer were reduced, the expected triazole product was not formed as determined by 1H NMR
spectroscopy.
4-azidobenzoic acid was also tested in various CuAAC reactions. However, despite various
reaction conditions and catalyst systems employed, 4-azidobenzoic acid could not be attached to
the biopolymer.
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The CuSO4/Na Ascorbate catalyst system failed again to yield the expected triazole
products when used in different solvents to catalyze the cycloaddition of the PHA with the third
azide containing compound, methy1-4-azidomethylbenzoate. Again, when the organo-soluble
copper catalyst CuBr(PPh3)3 was used the expected cycloadducts were obtained. Using DIPEA as
base in this catalyst system yielded a 63% coupling of terminal alkynes on the biopolymer with
the methyl-4-azidomethylbenzoate (Table 3.2, entry 15. Fig. 3.22). When the base was changed to
Et3N, the percent coupling of the small molecule to the biopolymer was relatively lower. It seems
DIPEA provides better stabilization of the Cu (I) species towards the formation of the cycloadducts
in THF than the simple trialkylamine base Et3N as evidenced in the percent couplings achieve in
each case (Table 3.2, entries 15 and 16. Compare Figs. 3.22 and 3.23).
An attempt to use the BPMEN based copper catalyst system ([Cu(L1)ClO4]ClO4 / Na
Ascorbate), which fared decently well in the catalysis of the cycloaddition of the azido-PHA and
propargyl benzoate, yielded comparatively very low percent coupling, 14% (Table 3.2, entry 17.
Fig. 3.24).
This strategy of having the alkyne units as terminal side chain functional groups in the
PHA means one less step is required as the functionalized PHA is “click-ready”. The organosoluble catalyst systems using DIPEA as a base seems to be better suited for such cycloadditions.
All the cycloadditions of the PHA bearing terminal alkyne moieties with the various azide
containing compounds, the experimental conditions used, yields and percent couplings obtained
are summarized in table 3.2. See Fig. 3.20 for a comparison of the degree of conversion and triazole
formation using various catalyst systems for the CuAAC using methyl-4-azidomethylbenzoate.
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Figure 3.20. Degree of conversion and formation of triazole in CuAAC with methyl-4azidomethylbenzoate using various catalyst systems
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Table 3.2. Summary of CuAAC reactions of the biopolymer bearing terminal alkyne side chains,
PHNUD.

Entry

1

Azide
(small
molecule)
Methy-2azidoacetate

Catalyst system /
Solvent

Time
(h)

Temp
(oC)

Ave. %
Yield

Comments

CuSO4/ Na
Ascorbate
THF
CuBr(PPh3)3/
DIPEA
THF
CuBr(PPh3)3/
DIPEA
DMF

12

45

70.8

No reaction

12

45

65.4

24

45

69.1

Proton NMR shows
72% coupling. (see.
Fig.3.21b)
Complete loss of all
terminal alkyne groups
on PHA however
triazole product not
formed
Complete loss of all
terminal alkyne groups
on PHA however
triazole product not
formed
No reaction. Reaction
was re-run for 48hr
however, the reaction
did not occur as alkyne
groups persist.
No reaction. Terminal
alkynes still present.

2

Methy-2azidoacetate

3

Methy-2azidoacetate

4

Methy-2azidoacetate

CuBr(PPh3)3/
DIPEA
DMSO

24

45

73.5

5

4azidobenzoic
acid

CuSO4/ Na
Ascorbate
THF

12

45

68.3

6

4azidobenzoic
acid
4azidobenzoic
acid

CuBr(PPh3)3/
DIPEA
THF
CuBr(PPh3)3/
DIPEA/ Na
Ascorbate
THF
CuSO4.5H2O/
Na Ascorbate
THF
CuBr(PPh3)3/
DIPEA
THF

48

45

72.9

48

45

93.1

No reaction.

10 min

Microwave
Assisted

81.2

No reaction

10 min

Microwave
Assisted

79.2

Loss of terminal alkyne
groups however
triazole product not
formed

7

8

9

4azidobenzoic
acid
4azidobenzoic
acid
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10

4azidobenzoic
acid
4azidobenzoic
acid
Methyl-4azidomethylb
enzoate

Cu Wire
THF

10 min

Microwave
Assisted

90.1

No reaction.

Cu Wire/ CuSO4
THF

10 min

Microwave
Assisted

83.5

No reaction.

CuSO4.5H2O/
Na Ascorbate
THF
Inert Conditions

24

45

78.3

13

Methyl-4azidomethylb
enzoate

CuSO4.5H2O/
Na Ascorbate
DMF
Inert conditions

24

45

82.7

14

Methyl-4azidomethylb
enzoate

CuSO4.5H2O/
Na Ascorbate
CCl4
Inert conditions

24

45

74.9

15

Methyl-4azidomethylb
enzoate

CuBr(PPh3)3/
DIPEA
THF
Inert conditions

24

45

90.8

Loss of 80% of
terminal alkyne groups
on PHA, however
triazole product not
formed
Complete loss of all
terminal alkyne groups
on PHA, however
triazole product not
formed.
Loss of 24% of
terminal alkyne groups
on PHA however
triazole product not
formed
63.3% of terminal
alkyne groups coupled
with small molecule
(See Fig. 3.21)

16

Methyl-4azidomethylb
enzoate

CuBr(PPh3)3/ Et3N
THF
Inert conditions

24

45

85.6

17

Methyl-4azidomethylb
enzoate

[Cu(L1)ClO4]ClO4
/ Na Ascorbate
Inert conditions

24

45

75.1

18

Methyl-4azidomethylb
enzoate

[Cu(L2)ClO4]ClO4
/ Na Ascorbate
Inert conditions

24

45

81.5

19

Methyl-4azidomethylb
enzoate

[Cu(L3)ClO4]ClO4
/ Na Ascorbate
Inert conditions

24

45

79.6

11

12

94

29.6% of terminal
alkyne groups coupled
with the small molecule
(see Fig 3.23).
14.3% of terminal
alkyne groups coupled
with small molecule
(See Fig 3.24).
24% loss of alkyne
groups. However,
triazole product not
formed.
28% loss of alkyne
moieties. However,
triazole product not
formed.

j

A

B

Figure 3.21. A. FTIR spectrum and B. 1H NMR spectrum, of triazole product of CuAAC reaction
of PHNUD and methyl-2-azidoacetate using CuBr(PPh3)3/ DIPEA catalyst system (Table 3.2,
entry 2. Degree of coupling,72%).
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Figure 3.22. Triazole product of CuAAC reaction of PHNUD and methyl-4-azidomethylbenzoate
using CuBr(PPh3)3/ DIPEA catalyst system (Table 3.2, entry. 15. Degree of coupling, 63%)
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Figure 3.23. Triazole product of CuAAC reaction of PHNUD and methyl-4-azidomethylbenzoate
using CuBr(PPh3)3/ ET3N catalyst system (Table 3.2, entry16, Degree of coupling, 30%)
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3.3.1.c. SPAAC modification of Azido-PHA (PHA-N3)
The “click” reactions described so far for the modification of PHA relies on the use of
metal catalysts which could potentially present a problem when synthesizing biomedically relevant
polymers. Hence, as proof-of-concept, a strain promoted azide-alkyne cycloaddition was carried
out and the results indicate that this technique lends itself as well to the modification of PHAs.
This form of click ligation is a metal-free coupling reaction, which relies on the strain of the alkyne
ring caused by ground state destabilization to drive the formation of the triazole. The modified
PHA was obtained in a yield of 94.5%. FTIR (Fig. 3.24) and 1H NMR analysis (Fig. 3.25) showed
inconsistent results. The disappearance of the azide peak at 2093.5cm-1 in the FTIR could not be
used as conclusive evidence of the completion of the reaction because of the generally observed
loss of azido moieties in the CuAAC reactions as discussed in section 3.3.1.b.ii. Typically, free
non-bonded O-H functional groups show a strong and sharp peak in the range 3500 cm-1 - 3700
cm-1. Bonded O-H groups on the other hand show a characteristic broad stretch in the range 3200
cm-1 – 3600 cm-1. In the BCN-OH molecule, this characteristic bonded O-H peak is present at 3325
cm-1 and is also present in the triazole product at 3353 cm-1 showing evidence of the presence of
the BCN-OH molecule. Therefore, 1D and 2D NMR experiments were performed to provide a
better analysis of the degree of coupling achieved in the SPAAC reaction.
1

H NMR analysis shows the signal indicative of the methylene protons adjacent to the azide

group (–CH2N3) at 3.28 has shifted to 4.21 ppm, indicating the formation of a triazole ring and its
deshielding effect on these protons. The 1H NMR spectrum (Fig. 3.25) however shows no signal
for the triazole structure as the cycloadduct lacks a proton on its triazole ring. A comparison of the
signal integrals of the methylene protons adjacent to the azide group
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(–CH2N3), =3.28 ppm (0.50, Fig. 3.7) in the azido-PHA and =4.21 (0.30) ppm in the product
shows 60% of the terminal azide moieties were coupled with the BCN-OH molecule. With no
characteristic proton present on the aromatic 1, 2, 3 triazole in the newly formed adduct, 13C-NMR
(Fig. 3.28) together with 2D NMR’s, gCOSY (Fig. 3.26) were used as well to unambiguously
confirm the PHA modification.
13

C-NMR signals were assigned using ACD/Labs NMR spectroscopy software and by

taking into account the HSQC spectrum. 1H NMR signals were assigned with the help of gCOSY
(Fig. 3.27) spectrum which shows 1H-1H correlation between J-coupled signals indicating their
connectivity. The new signal at 4.21 ppm (peak g, Fig. 3.25) corresponding to the methylene
protons adjacent to the newly formed triazole should show a correlation with the signal at 1.81
ppm (peak f, Fig. 3.25). There is no change in the chemical shift of the methylene protons (peak
f), but their connection to the methylene protons (peak g) remains and is observed in the gCOSY
(Fig. 3.26). Peaks corresponding to the correlation of the methylene protons in the nonyne ring,
peak h and peak i, are present at 2.92:2.27 ppm and 3.09:2.22 ppm. Peak i, δ= 2.21-2.27 ppm, is
also expected to show a correlation to peak j, δ= 1.01ppm. This correlation is present in the gCOSY
at peak 1.01:2.25 ppm (Fig.3.26). Hence the gCOSY spectrum indicates the formation of the
adduct.
The signals for carbon atoms forming the triple bond in the BCN-OH molecule are
recorded at =98.85 ppm. After the formation of the triazole linkage, the triple bond is converted
into a double bond resulting in a lowering of the electron density around the two carbons. This
deshielding effect should result in a corresponding downfield shift. Typically, carbon chemical
shifts of aromatic C=C are recorded between 115 ppm and 150 depending on the chemical
environment of the substituent group (120). There are two signals in the 13C-NMR of the product
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at 133.55 ppm and 134.90 ppm (Fig. 3.28) which could represent the C=C of the triazole ring,
however they are not pronounced enough and could be noise signals. Chemical shifts of the other
carbons in the azido-PHA and the BCN-OH are present in the product and identified. (Fig. 3.26
and table 3.4. Compare with Fig. 3.28).
The reaction was also carried out in both DCM and THF, however, both yielded
comparatively lower percent coupling of the terminal azide side chains with the small molecule
BCN-OH. These results show that SPAAC provides a more convenient way of chemically
modifying PHA biopolymers since it does not require the use of a metal catalyst. Owing to the
difficulty of removing copper from the products of the CuAAC reactions, products of the SPAAC
reaction may be better suited for biomedical applications. As suggested by Ornelas et al., the
presence of triazole groups in the reaction products allows for copper complexation, thereby
contaminating the products and making them non-ideal for biological application (121). There may
be a smaller selection of cylcoalkynes suitable for SPAAC conversions. However, this class of
molecules may receive growing attention as specially designed cyclononynes and cyclooctynes
could develop into a powerful platform for decorating (bio)polymers with therapeutic and
diagnostic functions. It should be noted that the molecule used here, BCN-OH, has a hydroxyl
group “handle” that can be used to attach another (biomedically relevant) molecule via an ester
linkage, thus generating a hydrolyzable linker.
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Figure 3.24. FTIR spectra of SPAAC product (solid line), azido-PHA (dotted line) and BCN-OH
(dashed line).
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Figure 3.25. 1H NMR spectrum of SPAAC triazole product
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.

Figure 3.26. gCOSY spectrum of SPAAC triazole product (Reaction between azido-PHA and
BCN-OH)
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Figure 3.27. 13Carbon NMR of poly (3-hydroxynonanoate-co-3-hydroxy-11-azidoundecanoate)
(Azido-PHA). Peak at 51.14 ppm denotes methylene group adjacent to azide group.
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3’HN

3HH

3HN

3HUD

3’HUD

Table 3.3 13C NMR chemical shift assignment of poly (3-hydroxynonanoate-co-3-hydroxy-11azidoundecanoate) (Azido-PHA)
Chemical Shift

Assignment

(ppm)
13.91

3HH-7

14.03

3HH-7, 3HN-9

22.41

3HH-6

22.55

3HN-8, 3HUD-10

24.99

3HH-5, 3HN-5, 3HUD-5, 3’HUD-5, 3’HN-5

27.14

3’HUD-9, 3’HUD-8, 3’HUD-7,3’HUD-6

29.02

3HUD-6, 3HUD-7,3HN-6, 3’HUD-8

31.67

3’HUD-10, 3’HN-8

33.47

3’HUD-4, 3’HN-4

33.79

3HUD-4, 3HN-4, 3HH-4

39.09

3HH-2,3HN-2,3HUD-2, 3’HN-2, 3’HUD-2

51.14

3’HUD-11, 3’HUD-9

70.82

3HH-2, 3HN-2, 3HUD-2, 3’HN-2, 3’HUD-2

169.37

3HH-1, 3HN-1,3HUD-1, 3’HN-1, 3’HUD-1
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Figure 3.28. 13C NMR of SPAAC triazole product with BCN-OH
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3’HN

3HH

3HN

3HUD

3’HUD

Table 3.4. 13C NMR chemical shift assignment of SPAAC triazole product BCN-OH.
Chemical

Assignment

Chemical

Shift (ppm)

Assignment

shift
(ppm)

13.81

3HH-7

29.65

3’HUD-4

13.93

3HUD-11, 3HN-9

30.32

3’HUD-8

19.90

3’HN-15, 3’HUD-15

31.63

3HN-7, 3HUD-9

21.27

3’HN-16, 3’HUD-16

33.47

3’HUD-4, 3HN-4

22.36

3HH-6

33.80

3HUD-4, 3HN-4, 3HH-4

22.49

3HN-8, 3HUD-10

39.13

3HH-2, 3HN-2, 3HUD-2,
3’HN-2, 3’HUD-2

22.73

3’HN-14,

51.15

3’HUD-11, 3’HN-9

23.09

3’HN-13,

59.43

3’HUD-17

24.96

3HH-5, 3HN-5, 3HUD-5,

70.85

3HH-3, 3HN-3, 3HUD-3,

3’HUD-5, 3’HN-5

3’HN-3, 3’HUD-3

25.57

3’HUD-14

133.55

26.03

3’HUD-13

134.90

3’HN-12, 3’HUD-12

27.12

3’HUD-9, 3’HUD-8,

169.28

3HH-1, 3HN-1, 3HUD-1,

3’HUD-7, 3’HUD-6
28.98

3’HN-12, 3’HUD-12

3’HN-1, 3’HUD-1

3HUD-6, 3HUD-7, 3HN-6,
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3.3.1.d. Thiol-yne “click” modification of PHNUD.
Three types of thiol-yne “click” reactions were attempted for the “clicking” of thiolcontaining molecules (p-thiocresol, methyl-3-mercaptopropionate and mPEG-SH) to the
biopolymer bearing alkyne terminated side chains (PHNUD), namely; catalyst free, photoinitiation using DMPA as photo-initiator and thermal initiation using AIBN as initiator.
The catalyst-free thiol-yne reaction reported by Yao et al., as a facile and powerful means
of clicking aromatic diynes with dithiols in equivalent mole ratios in as short as 2 h (122), was not
successful when the biopolymer was reacted with p-thiocresol. After 24 h of reaction time the
terminal alkyne moieties on the side chains of the biopolymer persisted. Despite the addition of 3
molar equivalents of the base, Et3N, which was intended for hydrogen abstraction from the thiol
molecule thereby generating the thiolate anion needed to initiate an attack on the alkyne groups,
the reaction did not occur. (Table 3.5, entry 1 and 2). An increase in temperature still yielded no
results. Investigations of the possibility of using the catalyst free thiol-yne technique for the
modifications of the biopolymer was not pursued further.
Attention hereon was focused on the radical mediated thiol-yne technique which has seen
comparatively extensive reportage in literature. Initial reactions using equimolar ratios of the
terminal alkyne biopolymer and p-thiocresol were carried out. A handheld laboratory UV lamp
was used as the UV source (365 nm) to generate the necessary thioyl radicals. With increasing
reaction times, 2, 5 and 12 h an increase in the loss of alkyne groups was observed, 38, 62 and 56
% but no click reaction occurred. (Table 3.5, entries 3, 4 and 5). As control, the reaction was carried
without any thiol and photo-initiator (DMPA). The biopolymer was dissolved in THF and
irradiated for 5 h and 12 h. 1H NMR analysis showed 18% and 20% loss of alkyne moieties on the
biopolymer, respectively. Equimolar ratios of the PHA terminal alkyne moieties and thiol were
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used in order to obtain mono-addition products. However, since the expected products were not
formed, three changes were made to the reaction setup. Firstly, the molar ratio of alkyne moieties
to thiol was changed from 1:1 to 1:3. Secondly, the reaction was carried out in the petri dish instead
of a vial with the UV source directly above the petri dish (Fig. 3.29) to ensure the intensity of the
UV light intensity is not reduced as it goes through the vial. Thirdly the reaction was carried out
in both THF and DMF to see which solvent was better suited for the reaction. The reaction with
the p-thiocresol in DMF showed an almost complete loss of alkyne moieties on the biopolymer as
determined by 1H NMR analysis however the expected thiol-yne addition products were not
observed (Table 3.5, entry 6). When methyl-3-mercaptopropionate was used as the thiol in the
reaction, the success of the reaction was difficult to ascertain using NMR spectroscopy as the
products were not completely soluble in the NMR solvent. (Table 3.5, entries 8 and 9).
The thiol-yne reaction was also carried out under sunlight for 7 h (UV index > 3.5, accessed
on willyweather.com), since the sun is an abundant source of radiation and covers the entire
spectrum unlike the UV lamp that was operated at 365 nm, to see if mono- or bis-addition products
would be obtained (Table 3.5, entry 10-12). When p-thiocresol was used, in both DMF and THF
the reaction products showed a loss of the terminal alkyne moieties as determined by 1H NMR
analysis, however products could not be identified conclusively. When methyl-3mercaptopropionate was used an organogel was formed (Fig 3.30). To determine if the mercaptan
used here was responsible for the “gel” formation, the reaction was repeated twice, the first having
the PHA and the photo-initiator (DMPA) but no thiol and the second having only the PHA without
both the thiol and DMPA photo-initiator. All other reactions conditions were maintained as before.
In both reaction, no organogel was formed. The results seem to indicate that methyl-3mercaptopropionate causes the formation of an organogel under the experimental conditions. The
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organogel swells in most organic solvents, however, it is not soluble in either of them. NMR
spectroscopy, therefore, could not be used to characterize the gel. Further studies on the organogel
including FTIR and XPS (X-Ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy) characterization are discussed in
chapter 4.
An attempt to introduce hydrophilic character to the PHA by attaching the PEG-thiol,
mPEG-SH, using the thiol-yne “click” method was also carried out. To minimize the effect of
steric hindrance in the attachment of the rather long chain PEG (MW 2000 Da) molecule to the
biopolymer, a 1 to 25 molar ratio of PEG to terminal alkyne moieties was used. The reaction was
carried out under sunlight with DMPA as photo-initiator. The expected hydrothiolation product
was not formed after 7 h under sunlight and the terminal alkyne moieties were still present on the
biopolymer. Aside steric hindrance being a probable cause for the lack of reaction observed here,
the PEG thiol (MW 2000 Da) being a bulky molecule itself, also exists in solution as random coils.
This may make it challenging for the reactive sites on both bulky coiled molecules (PHA and PEGthiol) to find each other for the reaction to occur.
Lastly an attempt to drive the thiol-yne “click” reaction by thermal initiation using AIBN
as initiator, also did not yield the hydrothiolation products. In fact, 1H NMR analysis (Fig. 3.31)
shows a complete loss of the terminal alkyne functional groups on the biopolymer. As was in the
case of the loss of the azido moieties on the biopolymer in the CuAAC reaction of the azido-PHA,
there is a corresponding increase in the integration of the terminal methyl protons at 0.98 ppm
from 1.44 to 2.88 (Fig.3.31). This shows that the alkyne terminal groups are reduced to alkyl
groups. This observed loss of terminal functional groups (azide and alkyne) on the biopolymer
side chains during chemical transformation has not yet been reported in the literature. As suggested
earlier, the Cu (I) species seem to be implicated in the loss of the terminal azido functional groups
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on the Azido-PHA studied. Reported mechanisms, however, for the reduction of alkynes in
literature involves hydrogenation with H2 in the presence of transition metal catalysts such as Pd,
Pt, Ni etc. In the reaction setup resulting in the reduction of the terminal alkyne groups to alkyl
groups in this study, none of these conditions needed for the hydrogenation of the alkyne are
present. Further research is therefore needed to ascertain the specific cause of the alkyne reduction
to alkyl groups in the PHA.
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Table 3.5. Summary of thiol-yne “click” reactions carried out using the catalyst free, photoinitiation and thermal initiation methods.
Entry

Alkyne:
Thiol

Solvent / Catalyst

Time

Temp

%
Yield

Comments

o

Catalyst Free
1
2

1:1
(p-thiocresol)
1:1
(p-thiocresol)

DMF

24 h

30 C

92.0

No reaction

DMF /
Base (Et3N) 3:1

24 h

Rm Temp.

95.6

No reaction

38% loss of alkyne
moieties on PHA
however expected
product was not
formed
62% loss of alkyne
moieties on PHA
however expected
product not formed
56% terminal
alkyne moieties on
PHA however
expected product
not formed
91.8% loss of
alkyne groups on
PHA however
neither mono- nor
bis hydrothiolation
products were
formed
NMR not
conclusive as
products were not
completely soluble
NMR not
conclusive as
products were not
completely soluble

(thiol)
Photo-Initiation
3

1:1
(p-thiocresol)

THF /
DMPA 1:1 (thiol)

2h

UV - 365nm
Rm Temp

88.0

4

1:1
(p-thiocresol)

THF /
DMPA 1:1 (thiol)

5h

UV - 365nm
Rm Temp

94.2

5

1:1
(p-thiocresol)

THF /
DMPA 1:1 (thiol)

12 h

UV - 365nm
Rm Temp

90.4

6

1:3
(p-thiocresol)

DMF /
DMPA 1:1 (thiol)

2h

UV-356nm
Rm Temp
Direct over
petri dish

89.6

7

1:3
(p-thiocresol)

THF/
DMPA 1:1 (thiol)

2h

94.2

8

1:3
(Methyl-3mercaptoprop
ionate)

DMF /
DMPA 1:1 (thiol)

2h

UV-356nm
Rm Temp.
(Direct over
petri dish)
UV-356nm
Rm Temp
(Direct over
petri dish)
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93.8

9

1:3
(Methyl-3mercaptoprop
ionate)
1:3
p-thiocresol

THF /
DMPA 1:1 (thiol)

2h

UV-356nm
Rm Temp
Direct over
petri dish
Sunlight

90.7

NMR not
conclusive as
products were not
completely soluble
10
DMF/
7h
96.2
100% loss of
DMPA 1:1 (thiol)
alkyne however
neither mono nor
bis addition
products were
formed
11
1:3
THF /
7h
Sunlight
94.1
100% loss of
p-thiocresol
DMPA 1:1 (thiol)
alkyne however
expected reaction
product not formed
12
1:3
DMF/
7h
Sunlight
Formation of
(Methyl-3DMPA 1:1 (thiol)
organogel.
mercaptoprop
Possibility of
ionate)
crosslinking
(See Fig. 3.28)
Experiment 12 was repeated twice with 1. No thiol and 2. No thiol and Photo-initiator. Both reactions
showed no organogel formation. It seems the methyl-3-mercaptopropionate causes the formation of the
organogel gel (possibility of crosslinking)
13
25:1
DMF/
7h
Sunlight
90.6
Alkyne moieties
(mPEG-SH
DMPA 1:1 (thiol)
still present. No
2000)
reaction
Thermal Initiation
3

1:1
(p-thiocresol)

DMF /
AIBN 1:1 (thiol)

24 h

o

80 C

81.4

113

100% loss of
alkyne moieties
however
hydrothiolation
product was not
formed (see Fig
3.31).

Figure 3.29. Photo of thiol-yne radical “click” reaction of PHNUD and small molecule thiols
using a hand-held UV lamp directly over the reaction in a petri-dish.

Figure 3.30. Photo of “gel” formed from the thiol-yne radical reaction of PHNUD and methyl-3mercaptopropionate under sunlight (Table 3.5, entry 12)
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A

f

g

B

Figure 3.31. 1H NMR comparative analysis of (a). reaction product of thermal initiated thiol-yne
click reaction of PHNUD and p-thiocresol which yielded no hydrothiolation product and (b).
PHA bearing terminal alkyne (PHNUD).
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3.3.1.e. Modifications of PHNUBr via thiol-halogen nucleophilic substitution “click” reaction.
Another thiol click reaction which was investigated for the modification of the PHA
(PHNUBr) is the rapid and efficient substitution of substrates bearing leaving groups by thiols,
which are known to be soft nucleophiles (123). The brominated PHA biopolymer bearing bromine
groups on its side chains thus is “click-readied”. In the presence of mild organic bases such as
trialkylamines, the reaction proceeds better. Therefore triethylamine, Et3N, was used in all the
reactions to help generate the thiolate ion required to initiate the nucleophilic attack for the
substitution of the PHNUBr substrate. All thiol-halogen “click” reactions proceeded well with high
product yields. To determine the best solvent for the reaction, it was carried out in DMF,
chloroform, THF and DCM. These solvents were chosen because of their ability to dissolve both
the biopolymer and the thiols tested. Amongst the four solvents, the reaction in DMF with
equimolar ratios of p-thiocresol and the biopolymer gave the highest substitution, 100%, (Table
3.6, entry 1. Fig. 3.33). The reaction in chloroform followed with a 72% substitution (Table 3.6,
entry 2). The reactions in THF and DCM gave comparatively low percent substitution, 22% and
36% respectively (Table 3.6, entries 3 and 4). DMF therefore was used as the solvent of choice for
most of the thiol-halogen reactions. Being polar aprotic, DMF leaves the thiolate anions unsolvated
and “naked” for reactions, hence it does not inhibit the substitution process.
Using a different thiol, methyl-3-mercaptopropionate, in DMF, the substitution of the
terminal bromo groups on the pendant chain of the biopolymer was achieved however in a
relatively lower amount (40%. Table 3.6, entry 5) compared to the substitution using p-thiocresol
(100% substitution. Table 3.6, entry 1). Increasing the molar amounts of the thiol, did not yield
better results. Also, the reaction did not occur when it was carried in DCM and THF. It seems the
thiol-halogen “click” substitution is not only sensitive to the solvent, but also the thiol used in the
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reaction. The phenyl ring in p-thiocresol is electron donating and increases the nucleophilicity of
the thiolate anion more compared to methyl-3-mercaptopropionate which has electron
withdrawing groups in its structure. This reasoning was confirmed when 2-naphthalenethiol, which
has a similar structure to that of p-thiocresol, but has fused ring system, was used for the
substitution reaction yielding an 86% substitution (Table 3.6, entry 9. Fig. 3.34). Electron-donating
substituents close to the thiolate ion should increase its nucleophilicity thereby enhance the
substitution reaction.
Despite the unsuccessful attempts to PEGylate the alkyne terminated PHA using the thiolyne radical “click” reaction, attempts were made to achieve this goal using the thiol-halogen
“click” reaction after the promising result obtained with the modification of the brominated PHA
with the small molecule thiols. Four different molar ratios of the PEG-thiol (mPEG-SH, for 1H
NMR see Fig. 3.6) to the brominated PHA were tested, 1:100, 1:66, 1:50 and 1:33. In all four
instances, the product obtained showed loss of bromo groups, however an attachment of the PEG5000 to the biopolymer could not be determined from the NMR spectroscopic analysis. 1H NMR
analysis (Fig.3.36) of the substitution product of the 1:66 molar ratio reaction shows peaks in the
PEG region of 3.2 ppm – 3.6 ppm. The characteristic peaks of mPEG-SH thiol ( =  ppm, CH2S-, = 3.23 ppm, -CH3O, = 3.62 ppm, -OCH2CH2OCH2-, Fig. 3.36) are present in the 1H
NMR of the product but in low intensity. The -OCH2CH2OCH2- peak at 3.62 ppm of the PEGthiol is present in the spectrum of the product at the same chemical shift of 3.62 ppm (Fig. 3.36).
The -CH3O peak of the PEG-thiol at 3.23 ppm is present in the spectrum of the product at 3.25
ppm. These two peaks are not expected to experience a shift due to shielding or deshielding as
their chemical environment do not change with the substitution. The CH2S- peak has shifted in the
spectrum of the product from 2.66 ppm to 2.92 ppm (peak i, Fig. 3.36). In addition, there is an
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upfield shift of the signal that corresponded to the bromo group (peak g in Fig. 2.2a, = 3.41 ppm)
to = 2.76 ppm (peak g in Fig. 3.36). Though these characteristic chemical shifts were observed
in the 1H NMR of the substitution product, the integration ratio of the PEG chain at 3.62 ppm is
very low, 1.57, considering it has a molecular weight of 5000 Da. It is most likely also that these
PEG peaks are as a result of physically mixed in PEG in the product. A selective 1D 1H-1H TOCSY
(Total Correlated Spectroscopy) experiment was therefore carried out to help verify if the chemical
shifts of the mPEG-SH present in the 1H NMR spectrum of the reaction product are connected to
those of the PHA. 1H-1H TOCSY spectrum is produced through bond correlations via spin-spin
coupling. By selectively exciting one signal in the spectrum, magnetization is transferred between
protons within the same coupling networks hence it can be used in this case to establish 1H-1H
connectivity via scalar coupling within the polymer. This will help establish if the mPEG-SH is
connected via bonds to the biopolymer.
Three 1D TOCSY experiments were carried out; Firstly, the PEG backbone peak at 3.62
ppm was selectively excited and its connectivity to the rest of the biopolymer was observed. As
can be seen in Fig. 3.37, the excited signal is inverted and all other signals it is coupled to are
shown in the spectrum. It seems from the spectrum the PEG main chain is connected to the
backbone of the biopolymer as it shows peaks corresponding to the backbone methine, CH- (peak
b, = 5.18 ppm), and backbone methylene, CH2- (peak a, = 2.56 ppm). The spectrum also shows
connectivity of the PEG main chain to the methylene (CH2-CH-, peak c, = 1.60 ppm, (CH2)5CH2-, peak d, = 1.30 ppm) and terminal methyl protons ((CH2)4-CH3-, = 0.98 ppm) of the
pendant chains of the biopolymer. This evidence notwithstanding however, a second TOCSY
experiment was carried out by selectively exciting the polymer backbone methine protons at 5.18
ppm to verify its connectivity to the mPEG thiol. The 1D TOCSY spectra (Fig. 3.38) shows on the
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bottom the backbone methine peak which was selectively excited and on top the signals it is
coupled to. As can be seen, the mPEG-SH main chain signal is at 3.62 ppm is not showing as one
of the signals coupled to that of the selectively excited methine proton. The backbone and side
chain protons of the biopolymer, however, are shown to be connected as expected to that of the
excited backbone methine protons. Thirdly, a 1D TOCSY experiment in which the signal
corresponding to the methylene protons of the side chain adjacent to the backbone methine at 1.60
ppm was selectively excited. Analysis of the TOCSY spectra (Fig. 3.39) obtained, shows the
connectivity of the excited protons to the protons of the polymer backbone and the side chains and
the PEG main chain as its signal at 3.62 ppm is present in the top spectrum showing coupled
signals, howbeit the signal is very weak. Though in a TOCSY spectra correlations are seen
throughout the coupling network and intensity is not related in a simple fashion to the number of
connecting bonds, the protons of more distant correlations will usually be weaker than close range
ones. This could be the reason for the weak correlation signal of the mPEG-SH main chain at 3.62
ppm in this 1D TOCSY spectra.
These experiments give no conclusive evidence that PEG is covalently attached to the
PHA. It is possible that only few terminal bromo side chains are substituted with the PEG-thiol or
more likely the weak PEG signals are from physically mixed PEG that was not completely
removed by the purification process. As discussed earlier, the electron donating effect of the
aromatic rings next to the -SH in the 2-naphthalenethiol and p-thiocresol made the difference in
those reactions. The PEG like methyl-3-mercaptopropionate lacks electron donating substituents
close to the -SH hence rendering the thiolate ion comparatively lower in nucleophilicity hence
yielding relatively low or no substitution.
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The biopolymer and the PEG-thiol, both being polymeric, face reactivity challenges which
are independent of their reactive functional groups they carry. Kinetic limiting constraints such as
free energy of the transition state and the relative free energy of the polymeric reactants are some
of the limiting challenges the reaction faces which polymer-small molecule reactions do not. In
addition, the likelihood that if one PEG-thiol attaches to the biopolymer via substitution, it will
hinder the further attachment of other PEG-thiol molecules by blocking the bromo reactive sides
in high. Terminal bromo side chains in the biopolymer are just 4 repeat units apart (for every four
repeat units, one is terminated with a bromine group). This is close enough for previously attached
PEG-thiol molecules to prevent the attachment of others. All these possible limitations to the
reaction of the biopolymer with the PEG-thiol is further compounded by the relatively low
mobility of the of the polymeric chains in solution.
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Table 3.6. Summary of thiol-halogen “click” substitutions reactions of brominated PHA with
selected thiols
Entry PHA-Br:
Thiol

Thiol

Solvent /
Base

Time

Temp. %
Yield

Comment

1

1:1

p-thiocresol

DMF /
ET3N

14 h

Rm
94.7
Temp.

1

2

1:1

p-thiocresol

CCl4/
ET3N

14 h

Rm
temp

90.3

1

3

1:1

p-thiocresol

THF/
Et3N

14 h

Rm
temp

91.6

4

1:1

p-thiocresol

DCM/
Et3N

14 h

Rm
temp

88.2

5

1:1

Methyl-3mercaptopropionate

DMF/
Et3N

14 h

Rm
temp

85.9

H NMR analysis
shows 40%
substitution.

6

1:3

Methyl-3mercaptopropionate

DMF/ Et3N

14 h

Rm
temp

86.6

7

1:1

Methyl-3mercaptopropionate

THF/ Et3N

14 h

Rm
temp

84.1

H NMR analysis
shows 44%
substitution
No reaction. Bromo
groups persist in
biopolymer

8

1:1

Methyl-3mercaptopropionate

DCM/ Et3N

14 h

Rm
temp

87.5

9

1:1

2-naphthalenethiol

DMF / Et3N 14 h

Rm
temp

91.3

10

100:1

mPEG-SH (5000)

DMF / Et3N 24 h

Rm
Temp

83.6
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H NMR analysis
shows 100%
substitution. (see Fig.
3.33)
H NMR analysis
shows 72% of the
substitution
1
H NMR analysis
shows 22%
substitution
1
H NMR analysis
shows 36%
substitution

No reaction. Bromo
groups persist in
biopolymer
H NMR analysis
shows 86%
substitution (See Fig.
3.34).
52% loss of bromo
groups. NMR
analysis shows m-

PEG was not
attached to PHA
11

66:1

mPEG-SH (5000)

DMF / Et3N 24 h

Rm
temp

89.2

12

50:1

mPEG-SH (5000)

DMF / Et3N 24 h

Rm
temp

79.7

13

33:1

mPEG-SH (5000)

DMF / Et3N 24 h

Rm
temp

82.5

14

25:1

mPEG-SH (2000)

DMF/ Et3N

Rm
temp

78.3

15

100:1

CM-PEG-SH (5000) DMF / Et3N 24 h

Rm
Temp

76.8
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24 h

70% loss of bromo
groups however
PEGylation could not
be definitively
confirmed from
NMR analysis. (See
Fig. 3.36)
100% loss of bromo
groups however
PEgylation was not
achieved
82% loss of bromo
grps however
PEgylation was not
achieved
No reaction. No loss
of bromo groups
68% loss of bromo
groups. NMR
analysis shows CMPEG was not
attached to PHA

h

j
h i

h

i

i

S-H
j

A

Benzene rings protons
S-H

B

Figure 3.32. H NMR spectra of (A)p-thiocresol and (B). 2-naphthalenethiol
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Figure 3.33. 1H NMR spectra of thiol-halogen substitution product of PHNUBr and p-thiocresol
in DMF. (Table 3.6, entry 1. Degree of conversion -100%).
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Figure 3.34. H NMR spectra of thiol-halogen substitution product of PHNUBr and 2naphthalenethiol in DMF. (Table 3.6, entry 9. Degree of conversion – 86%).
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Figure 3.35. H NMR spectrum of mPEG-SH (5000 Da)
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Figure 3.36. H NMR spectrum of product of thiol-halogen “click” reaction of PHNUBr and
mPEG-SH (5000 mw). (Table 3.6, entry 11).
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Figure 3.37. 1 D TOCSY spectrum showing selective excitation of signal at 3.62 ppm (peak j).
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Figure 3.38. 1 D TOCSY spectra showing selective excitation of signal at 5.18 ppm (peak b).
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Figure 3.39. 1 D TOCSY spectra showing selective excitation of signal at 1.60 ppm (peak c).
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3.4. Conclusion
The use of selected “click” ligation tools (CuAAC, SPAAC, thiol-yne and thiol-halogen
“click” chemistries) in the post-biosynthesis chemical modification of PHAs has been investigated.
The copper catalyzed azide-alkyne cycloaddition was successfully used to attach propargyl
benzoate, propargyl acetate, methyl-2-azidoacetate and methyl-4-azidomethylbenzoate to PHA
copolymers with brominated repeat units that were chemically converted into azide groups, and
alkynyl repeat units, introduced by the fermentation. This was achieved by using different catalytic
systems. Molecular architectures and reaction parameters need to be chosen carefully as not all
catalytic systems are equally successful for reactions of various polymers and small molecules.
CuAAC, using the CuSO4/Na-Ascorbate catalyst system, lends itself as a “click” functionalization
tool for modifying PHAs with propargyl benzoate, but was unsuited for the reaction with propargyl
acetate. The latter was successfully “clicked” to the PHA (44% conversion), when the catalyst
system was changed to [Cu(L1)ClO4]ClO4 / Na Ascorbate, a BPMEN based copper catalyst. When
PHA with terminal alkynyl side groups was used, methyl-2-azidoacetate and methyl-4azidomethylbenzoate were “clicked” to it using the organo-soluble, CuBr(PPh3)3/DIPEA, catalyst
system. All other catalyst systems tested were not suited for the cycloaddition reaction except the
[Cu(L1)ClO4]ClO4 / Na Ascorbate which gave a comparatively lower conversion of 14%.
The proof-of-concept for “clicking” of BCN-OH to the functionalized azido-PHA via
SPAAC shown here, should allow for further exploration and optimization of this technique for
preparing various modified PHAs. The advantage of being metal-free makes it an ideal process for
preparing chemically modified PHAs for applications in the biomedical industry.
The thiol-yne “click” ligation reactions did not yield the expected attachment of the various
small molecules tested to the PHA bearing the alkyne functionality despite testing varying
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experimental conditions. The other thiol-based “click” ligation tool, the thiol-halogen “click”
ligation, on the other hand, was useful in the attaching the small molecules, p-thiocresol, methyl3-mercaptopropionate and 2-naphthalenethiol to the PHA copolymers bearing brominated repeat
units. It seems the reaction is better suited to thiol molecules with electron donating substituents
close to the thiolate ion as they increase its nucleophilicity. An attempt to use the thiol-halogen
ligation to attach the PEG-thiol to the biopolymer thereby introducing an amphiphilic character to
the hydrophobic biopolymer was not successful. NMR spectroscopic (H NMR, gCOSY, TOCSY)
analysis of the reaction products were somewhat conflicting. The reaction between the two
polymeric molecules itself faces many challenges as discussed in section 3.3.1.e. Kinetic limiting
constraints coupled with the low mobility of the whole polymer chains in solution and steric
crowding due to the internal orientation of the polymer chains contribute to the challenging nature
of the reaction.
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CHAPTER 4

Organogels

4.1. Introduction
Organogels are semi-solid systems in which an organic liquid phase is immobilized by a
three-dimensional network composed of self-assembled, intertwined gelator fibers (129). The selfassembly of the gelator molecules is achieved either by physical or chemical interactions. This
leads to the formation of an extensive mesh network which prevents the flow of the solvent as a
result of surface tension. Though an impressive variety of gelators are identified in the literature
and are derived from parent molecules such as alkanes, fatty and amino acids (129, 130),
organometallic compounds (130), steroids (130, 131), amide or urea compounds (132), nucleotides
(133) and dendrimers (134), PHAs, to date, have not been reported as gelators for the formation
of Organogels. The common polymeric gelators reported in literature are poly(ethylene) and
copolymers of methacrylic acid (MA) and methyl methacrylate (MMA), P(MAA-co-MMA).
Polymeric organo-gelators behave similarly to their counterpart, the low molecular weight
(LMW) gelators for which hundreds, if not thousands have been discovered mostly by chance
rather than design (129). Polymeric gelators immobilize the organic solvent by forming a network
of either crosslinked chains, which lead to the formation of chemical gels, or entangled chains
which lead to the formation of physical gels (129, 135). In like manner the self-assembly of LMW
organo-gelators also relies on physical interactions and is probably further stabilized by van der
Waals forces, −stacking and hydrogen bonding (129). The physicochemical properties of the
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gelator coupled with the kind of interactions it undergoes determines the type of gelling matrices
they form as presented in the flow chart in Figure 4.1.

Gels
Organic
Solvent

Nature
of solvent?

H2O

Organogel

Hydrogel

Nature
of gelator?
LMW gelator

Polymeric gelator

Nature
of intermolecular
interactions?

Nature
of intermolecular
interactions?

Chemical

Physical

Solid-fiber
matrix

Cross-linked
matrix

Fluid-fiber
matrix

Physical

EntangledChain matrix

Figure 4.1. Organogel classification based on the nature of solvents, gelators, and intermolecular
interactions. Reproduced with permission from Vintiloiu et.al. (129).
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4.2. PHA Organogel
As discussed in section 4.1, PHAs have not yet been identified in literature as having
gelling properties. The results of the chemical modification of the terminal alkyne functionalized
PHA via the thiol-yne radical reaction using methyl-3-mercaptopropionate under sunlight (Table
3.6, entry 12) may have led to the serendipitous discovery of a PHA organogel. The experimental
conditions indicate a chemical gelation process involving the formation of covalent bonds yielding
the resultant cross-linked gel. These types of organogels formed through a chemical gelation
process are referred to as ‘permanent’ gels (136). Unlike those formed via physical gelation
wherein the networks are held together by reversible molecular entanglements and secondary
forces such as hydrophobic interactions and ionic and hydrogen bonding, ‘permanent’ gels are
irreversible and cannot be disrupted by changes in the physical conditions or application of stress
(137).

Methyl-3-mercaptopropionate

4

PHA-Organogel

4
DMPA / Sunlight

PHA-alkyne

Scheme 4.1. Reaction of PHA-alkyne with methyl-3-mercaptopropionate towards the formation
of PHA-organogel
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Various reactions (Table 4.1) were carried out to determine if the methyl-3mercaptopropionate was acting as a crosslinking agent in the formation of the organogel and to
also determine the site of crosslinking on the biopolymer. When the same reaction as shown in
scheme 4.1 (Table 4.1, entry 1) was carried out, i. without the thiol in the presence of DMPA and
ii. without the thiol and photo-initiator DMPA, the PHA organogel was not formed in both
instances. These results seem to indicate that the covalent crosslinking relies on the activity of the
thiolate ion generated in-situ via the uv-irradiation (Fig 4.3) of the reaction. The polymer and thiol
do not absorb UV, however, as expected the DMPA photoinitiator has a maximum UV absorption
at 345 cm-1 (See Fig. 4.3). Typically, polymeric organogels formed via the chemical gelling
process are crosslinked at the polymer backbone. To determine the site on the biopolymer at which
the crosslinking occurs (either the backbone or side chain terminal alkyne groups), a similar
reaction was carried out using a bromine terminated PHA in place of the alkyne terminated PHA.
Backbone crosslinking should lead to the formation of the PHA organogel irrespective of the
terminal functional group on the PHA. Results obtained showed the organogel was not formed
(Table 4.1, entry 4). It seems the site of crosslinking is the terminal alkyne groups of the
biopolymer.
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Table 4.1. Various reactions carried out towards the formation of PHA-organogel
Entry

Alkyne: Thiol

1

Solvent /
Time
Catalyst
1:3
DMF/
7h
(Methyl-3DMPA 1:1
mercaptopropionate) (thiol)

2

No thiol

DMF/
DMPA

7h

3

No thiol

DMF

7h

4

1:3
DMF/
7h
(PHA-Br: Methyl-3- DMPA 1:1
mercaptopropionate) (thiol)

UV source

Comments

Sunlight
uv-index > 3.5
(willyweather.c
om)

Formation of organogel.
Possibility of
crosslinking
(See Fig. 4.2)

Sunlight
uv-index > 3.5
(willyweather.c
om)
Sunlight
uv-index > 3.5
(willyweather.c
om)
Sunlight
uv-index > 3.5
(willyweather.c
om)

No organogel formed

No organogel formed

No organogel formation

Figure 4.2. Photo of organogel formed from the thiol-yne radical reaction of PHNUD and
methyl-3-mercaptopropionate under sunlight (Table 4.1, entry 1)
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4.3. Proposed reaction mechanisms for network formation of PHA-organogel

4

4

4

4

DMPA / Sunlight
thioether bond
scission
hv (Sunlight)

4

4

4

4

Crosslinking

Scheme 4.2. Proposed reaction mechanism A, involving uv-scission of the thioether bond.
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DMPA
Sunlight (UV)

.

4

4

.
4

.

4

Chain Propagation

4

.

.

4

4

4

Crosslinking

Scheme 4.3. Proposed reaction mechanism B

The two-reaction mechanism proposed for the formation of the PHA-organogel are shown
in schemes 4.2 and 4.3. Both mechanisms, (A and B), begin with the in-situ generation of the thiyl
radical followed by the bis-hydrothiolation of the side-chain terminal alkyne groups of the
biopolymer. In mechanism A, a uv-induced thioether bond scission generating thiyl radicals is
proposed to follow the hydrothiolation step. This is followed by a disulfide crosslinking yielding
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the final product. In mechanism B, however, the covalent crosslinking is proposed to occur
between thioether radicals instead of thiyl radicals generated by chain scission. FTIR and XPS
characteristic analysis of the PHA organogel were carried out to help determine which mechanism
is more likely to lead to the formation of the PHA-organogel.

1.2

1
DMPA
Thiol

0.8
Absorbance (au)

PHA-alkyne

0.6

0.4

0.2

0
285

305

325

345

365

385

405

425

445

Wavelength (nm-1)

Figure 4.3. UV-absorption spectra of DMPA, methyl-3-mercaptopropionate (thiol) and PHAalkyne (native PHA)
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4.4. Characterization PHA-Organogel
4.4.1. FTIR analysis.
A comparative FTIR analysis was carried out on the native PHA molecule and the PHAorganogel. As discussed earlier, the site of crosslinking on the biopolymer is the side-chain
terminal alkyne groups. In the native biopolymer, the distinct alkyne C≡C-H peak is present 3292
cm-1. It is expected that after crosslinking occurs at this site, this peak should not be present in the
PHA organogel. A comparison of the FTIR spectra of the native PHA with the PHA-organogel as
shown in Fig. 4.4 confirms the possibility of crosslinking at the terminal alkyne site as the peak at
3292 cm-1 disappears in the spectrum of the PHA-organogel. Characteristic stretching frequencies
of the C-S and S-S bonds after crosslinking, in both proposed mechanisms, are expected below
700 cm-1 (C-S: 700-600 cm-1, S-S: 540-500 cm-1). Both signals are weak and fall within the
fingerprint region and hence are not distinct enough to be useful for characterization and for
deciding which proposed mechanism is more likely to take place.
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Figure 4.4. A comparison of the FTIR spectra of PHA-organogel (top) and PHA-alkyne (bottom)
showing the disappearance of the alkyne moiety in the PHA-organogel at 3292 cm-1.

4.4.2. XPS Analysis
XPS was performed on the native polymer and the PHA-organogel primarily to obtain a
comparative analysis of the elemental composition of both samples and determine which proposed
mechanism is more likely. The XPS characterization was done using a Perkin-Elmer PHI 5000
VersaProbe I. The take-off angle (relative to the surface plane) was 45° with an analysis spot size
of 100 μm and monochromatic Al x-rays at a power of 28.9 W. Charging was neutralized with
con-current ion and electron beam neutralizers. Survey scans as well as high-resolution scans of
O 1s, C 1s and S 2p were taken on one sample for both the native polymer and the PHA organogel.
Before display, the peaks were all shifted by the same offset required to put C 1s at 283.6 eV.
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It is expected that the PHA-organogel due to cross-linking involving the thiol should show
the presence of sulfur in its survey scan. Secondly, the specific chemical states of the elements
present revealed by high resolution region scans of carbon, oxygen and sulfur in the PHAorganogel should lend a stronger supporting evidence to one of the two proposed mechanisms by
observing the expected bond energies of the S-S dimer state at S 2p3∕2 of 162.0 eV and C-S-C at S
2p3/2 of 163.3 eV (138, 139, 140, 141).
Though XPS is fundamentally a quantitative spectroscopic technique for measuring
elemental composition, it is used here mainly qualitatively to identify, comparatively, the
elemental composition of the native PHA and the PHA organogel. All XPS spectra obtained were
normalized to an intensity of 1 and offset by 2 units in the survey spectra for comparative analysis.
As expected the survey spectra (Fig.4.5) show the native PHA contains only carbon and oxygen.
The PHA-organogel, however, contains sulfur in addition. Traces of other elements present in the
PHA-organogel are potentially from contamination when films were prepared. Though the sulfur
peak (S2p) at a binding energy of ≈ 163 eV is present in the spectrum of the PHA-organogel, a HiRes S scan was performed to identify the chemical state of the sulfur to determine if it is a disulfide,
S-S or thioether C-S-C. As shown in Fig. 4.6. the spectrum shows a peak at 163.3 eV which
corresponds to the C-S-C (2p3/2) chemical state of the bound thiolate (138, 139, 140). This
observation is significant as it lends supporting evidence for the occurrence of the crosslinking at
the side chain terminal alkyne of the PHA and shows the crosslinking occurs via a bishydrothiolation process followed by a crosslinking of the resulting thioether radicals as proposed
in mechanism B (see scheme 4.3 and Fig. 4.6). The absence of the expected S-S peak (S 2p3∕2 of
164.0 eV) coupled with the fact that thioether bonds are relatively stable, it is highly unlikely that
the proposed thioether bond scission occurs, hence the formation of the PHA-organogel cannot be
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said to occur through mechanism A (scheme 4.2). The Hi-Res C spectrum shows an expected
higher amount of C=O (288-289 eV), C-O (286.5 eV) and C-C (284.7 eV) bonds in the PHAorganogel compared to the PHA-alkyne (source). In addition, C-S peak in the spectrum overlaps
with that of C-O at 286.5 eV. Similarly, the Hi-Res O also shows an expected increase of the
oxygens, -O- (532 eV) and O= (533 eV), in the PHA-organogel.

Figure 4.5. XPS survey spectra of PHA-alkyne (source) and PHA-organogel
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Figure 4.6. XPS spectra showing high resolution region scans for oxygen, carbon and sulfur in
the PHA-alkyne (source) and PHA-organogel.
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PHA backbone

Terminal alkyne side chains
PHA backbone
Site of covalent crosslinking

Figure 4.7. Model attempting to show PHA-organogel network formed via covalent crosslinking

4.4.3. Swelling.
The solubility of the PHA-organogel in common laboratory organic solvents, DMF and
DMSO, was determined by immersing approximately 20mg of the dried organogel in 5 mL of the
solvent for 48 h at room temperature. After swelling, the organogel was filtered out of the solvent
and weighed. Swelling of the organogel was calculated as follows;

𝑆𝑤𝑒𝑙𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑔 =

𝑊𝑠 − 𝑊𝑑
𝑊𝑑

Where, Ws is the weight of the swollen organogel and Wd is the weight of the dry hydrogel (142).
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Table 4.2. Swelling measurements of PHA-organogel in DMF and DMSO
Solvent

Swelling

DMF

0.47 +/- 0.06

DMSO

0.66 +/- 0.08

The basic feature of an organogel is its ability to immobilize its solvent and like hydrogels,
how much of its weight in solvent it can hold. The swelling ability of organogels is an important
feature in its applications. Swelling measurements obtained in the biocompatible organic solvent
DMSO and DMF (table 4.2) indicate that the PHA-organogel can hold twice its weight of DMF
(0.47 +/- 0.06) and thrice its weight in DMSO (0.66 +/- 0.08).
It was observed that the organogel once formed collapses when put into water. This is due
to the affinity for the trapped organic solvent, DMF or DMSO for water. It seeps into surrounding
water from the organogel thus collapsing the polymeric network. Organogels made up of
crosslinked networks are extrudable. The extrudability of the PHA organogel was determined by
loading the freshly formed organogel into a 10 mL BD syringe and extruded through an attached
22-gauge 1-inch needle into a petri dish. The organogel in DMF is extrudable indicating
crosslinking within the polymer network. Below is a link to the video of the extrusion process of
the PHA-organogel.
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1N28daA-xIYbOTm7t4O30BwBn7bAjcuG1
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4.5. Applications of Organogels
Poly(ethylene) and P(MA-co-MMA) organogels have been the only two polymeric
organogels that have been seen extensive study in their application in the pharmaceutical industry,
specifically drug delivery applications. Poly(ethylene) organogels (PO) used in antibiotic
formulations have been reported to show a more efficient and faster drug release (129). In a study
where PO was used in the formulation of 5-iodo-2'-deoxyuridine for the treatment of oral herpes
simplex lesions. A 10% drug-loaded formulation showed a resolution of herpetic lesions in 3-days
after treatment initiation, compared to 1–2 weeks in untreated control patients (143). Tokuyama
and Kato successfully synthesized a thermosensitive polymeric organogel by the free radical
polymerization of stearyl acrylate using ethylene glycol dimethylacrylate as a crosslinker. Drug
release studies using the bioactive agent indomethacin was reported to be successful when the
temperature was above 40oC and ceased when the temperature fell below 36oC (144, 145).
Given that PHAs are biocompatible and biodegradable, polymeric organogels developed
from them should find potential useful applications in pharmaceuticals and biomedicine. The
precise thermodynamic and kinetic factors governing the organogel network formation and the
stability of the PHA organo-gelator in different organic solvents needs to be explored. This
knowledge should help in the specific and systematic design of PHA-organogels suited for
biomedical purposes as organogels in general possess very interesting advantages as drug delivery
formulations.
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4.6. Conclusion
The serendipitous discovery of PHA-alkyne as an organo-gelator under the specific
conditions discussed herein opens the door for exploring and developing PHA-organogel platforms
for various applications in biomedicine and pharmaceuticals. FTIR and XPS analysis lends strong
evidence to the gel network formation via the bis-hydrothiolation of the side chain terminal alkyne
followed by the crosslinking at the thioether radical sites. It is able to hold twice its weight of DMF
and three times its weight of the biocompatible solvent DMSO.
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CHAPTER 5

Conclusion and Future Direction

The biodegradability and biocompatibility of PHAs makes them ideal material for various
biomedical applications. Herein, the use of various “click” ligation was tested to ascertain their
effectiveness and usefulness in chemically modifying PHAs to expand their scope of applications.
To this end two PHA copolymers, PHNUBr and PHNUD were biosynthesized using a co-feeding
technique producing PHAs with the terminal functional groups, bromo and alkyne, respectively.
Optimal conditions for polymer production and functional group incorporation were determined
by four bacteria growth and polymer production studies which led to sufficient yields and bromine
incorporation. These two polymers were selected as they lend themselves as precursors for the
chemical modification studies via click chemistry. 1H NMR and FTIR characterization of the
polymers show that pure polymers were obtained, and the desired terminal functional group units
were incorporated successfully.
The “click” ligation tools selected and investigated in the post-biosynthesis chemical
modification of the PHAs were CuAAC, SPAAC, thiol-yne and thiol-halogen “click” chemistries.
The copper catalyzed azide-alkyne cycloaddition was successfully used to attach propargyl
benzoate, propargyl acetate, methyl-2-azidoacetate and methyl-4-azidomethylbenzoate to PHA
copolymers with brominated repeat units that were chemically converted into azide groups, and
alkynyl repeat units, introduced by the fermentation. This was achieved by using different catalytic
systems. Molecular architectures and reaction parameters need to be chosen carefully as not all
catalytic systems are equally successful for reactions of various polymers and small molecules.
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CuAAC, using the CuSO4/Na-Ascorbate catalyst system, lends itself as a “click” functionalization
tool for modifying PHAs with propargyl benzoate, but was unsuited for the reaction with propargyl
acetate. The latter was successfully “clicked” to the PHA (44% conversion), when the catalyst
system was changed to [Cu(L1)ClO4]ClO4 / Na Ascorbate, a BPMEN based copper catalyst. When
PHA with terminal alkynyl side groups was used, methyl-2-azidoacetate and methyl-4azidomethylbenzoate were “clicked” to it using the organo-soluble, CuBr(PPh3)3/DIPEA, catalyst
system. All other catalyst systems tested were not suited for the cycloaddition reaction except the
[Cu(L1)ClO4]ClO4 / Na Ascorbate which gave a comparatively lower conversion of 14%.
The proof-of-concept for “clicking” of BCN-OH to the functionalized azido-PHA via
SPAAC shown here, should allow for further exploration and optimization of this technique for
preparing various modified PHAs. The advantage of being metal-free makes it an ideal process for
preparing chemically modified PHAs for applications in the biomedical industry.
The thiol-yne “click” ligation reactions did not yield the expected attachment of the various
small molecules tested to the PHA bearing the alkyne functionality despite testing varying
experimental conditions. The other thiol-based “click” ligation tool, the thiol-halogen “click”
ligation, on the other hand, was useful in the attaching p-thiocresol, methyl-3-mercaptopropionate
and 2-naphthalenethiol to the PHA copolymers bearing brominated repeat units. It seems the
reaction is better suited to thiol molecules with electron donating substituents close to the thiolate
ion as they increase its nucleophilicity. An attempt to use the thiol-halogen ligation to attach the
PEG-thiol to the biopolymer thereby introducing an amphiphilic character to the hydrophobic
biopolymer was not successful. NMR spectroscopic (H NMR, gCOSY, TOCSY) analysis of the
reaction products were somewhat conflicting. The reaction between the two polymeric molecules
itself faces many challenges as discussed in section 3.3.1.e. Kinetic limiting constraints coupled
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with the low mobility of the whole polymer chains in solution and steric crowding due to the
internal orientation of the polymer chains contribute to the challenging nature of the reaction.
PHA-alkyne was discovered serendipitously as an organo-gelator under the specific
conditions discussed herein thus opening the door for exploring and developing PHA-organogel
platforms for various applications in biomedicine and pharmaceuticals. FTIR and XPS analysis
lends strong evidence to the gel network formation via the bis-hydrothiolation of the side chain
terminal alkyne followed by the crosslinking at the thioether radical sites. The gel is able to hold
twice its weight of DMF and three times its weight of the biocompatible solvent DMSO.
Moving forward, the effect (if any) of the “click” reaction on the molecular weights of the
polymer can be investigated by performing a Gel Permeation Chromatography (GPC) analysis of
the native polymers and the “click” products. The library of chemical modified PHA using the
“click” chemistries investigated here can be expanded by choosing various small molecules with
a wider range of reactivities and chemical properties. Also, bioactive small molecules with
desirable properties can be attached to the PHAs using the “Click” methods that worked in this
investigation and eventually tested for their effectiveness as biomaterials. The goal to introduce an
amphiphilic character to the polymer thereby obtaining water-soluble polymers was not successful
when the thiol-halogen “click” reaction was employed. With the success of the CuAAC reactions,
this possibility can still be tested by using PEG-alkyne and the azido-PHA using the catalytic
setups that worked in the CuAAC reactions.
The PHA organogel surface can be further analyzed using other characterization methods
such as SEM and AFM. In addition, the precise thermodynamic and kinetic factors governing the
organogel network formation and the stability of the PHA organo-gelator in different organic
solvents can be explored further.
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Appendix
NMR spectra

Figure A.1. 1H NMR spectrum of PHNUBr

Parameters:
Frequency: 500 MHz
Experiment: 1H
Temperature: 25oC
Solvent: CDCl3
Scans: 8
Relaxation delay: 10 secs
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Figure A.2. 1H NMR spectrum of PHNUD.

Parameters:
Frequency: 500 MHz
Experiment: 1H
Temperature: 25oC
Solvent: CDCl3
Scans: 8
Relaxation delay: 10 secs
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Figure A.3. 1H NMR spectrum poly (methylacrylate-co-5-bromo-1-pentene)

Parameters:
Frequency: 500 MHz
Experiment: 1H
Temperature: 25oC
Solvent: CDCl3
Scans: 8
Relaxation delay: 10 secs
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Figure A.4. 1H NMR spectrum of mock polymer, poly (methylacrylate-co-5-azido-1-pentene)

Parameters:
Frequency: 500 MHz
Experiment: 1H
Temperature: 25oC
Solvent: CDCl3
Scans: 8
Relaxation delay: 10 secs
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Figure A.5. 1H NMR spectrum of CuAAC reaction of mock polymer with propargyl benzoate.

Parameters:
Frequency: 500 MHz
Experiment: 1H
Temperature: 25oC
Solvent: CDCl3
Scans: 8
Relaxation delay: 10 secs
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Figure A.6. 1H NMR spectrum of azido-PHA.
Parameters:
Frequency: 500 MHz
Experiment: 1H
Temperature: 25oC
Solvent: CDCl3
Scans: 8
Relaxation delay: 10 secs
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Figure A.7. 1H NMR spectrum of “click” triazole product with Propargyl benzoate using
CuSO4/Na Ascorbate catalyst system.

Parameters:
Frequency: 500 MHz
Experiment: 1H
Temperature: 25oC
Solvent: CDCl3
Scans: 8
Relaxation delay: 10 secs
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Figure A.8. 1H NMR spectrum of CuAAC reaction with propargyl acetate using
[Cu(L1)ClO4]ClO4 / Na Ascorbate
Parameters:
Frequency: 500 MHz
Experiment: 1H
Temperature: 25oC
Solvent: CDCl3
Scans: 8
Relaxation delay: 10 secs
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e

R-CH2-N3

Figure A.9 13C-NMR spectra of triazole product of 1. CuAAC reaction of Azido-PHA and
propargyl acetate using [Cu(L1)ClO4]ClO4 / Na Ascorbate (top). 2. CuAAC reaction showing
loss of azide (middle). C. Azido-PHA (bottom).

Parameters:
Frequency: 500 MHz
Experiment: 13C
Temperature: 25oC
Solvent: CDCl3
Scans: 2000
Relaxation delay: 5 secs
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Figure A. 10. CuAAC reaction of PHNUD and methyl-4-azidomethylbenzoate using
CuBr(PPh3)3/ DIPEA catalyst system.
Parameters:
Frequency: 500 MHz
Experiment: 1H
Temperature: 25oC
Solvent: CDCl3
Scans: 8
Relaxation delay: 10 secs
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Figure A.11. 1H NMR spectrum of SPAAC triazole product

Parameters:
Frequency: 500 MHz
Experiment: 1H
Temperature: 25oC
Solvent: CDCl3
Scans: 32
Relaxation delay: 10 secs
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Figure A. 12. gCOSY spectrum of SPAAC triazole product

Parameters:
Frequency: 500 MHz
Experiment: gCOSY
Temperature: 25oC
Solvent: CDCl3
Scans: 512
Increment: 2
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Figure A.13. 13Carbon NMR of SPAAC triazole product with BCN-OH

Parameters:
Frequency: 500 MHz
Experiment: 13C
Temperature: 25oC
Solvent: CDCl3
Scans: 2000
Relaxation delay: 5 secs
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Figure A.15. 1H NMR spectrum of thiol-halogen substitution of PHNUBr and p-thiocresol in
DMF
Parameters:
Frequency: 500 MHz
Experiment: 1H
Temperature: 25oC
Solvent: CDCl3
Scans: 8
Relaxation delay: 10 secs
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Figure A.16. 1 H NMR spectra of thiol-halogen substitution product of PHNUBr and 2naphthalenethiol in DMF.

Parameters:
Frequency: 500 MHz
Experiment: 1H
Temperature: 25oC
Solvent: CDCl3
Scans: 8
Relaxation delay: 10 secs
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